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ABSTRACT
In this thesis the optical properties of thin metallic films and laser-
colored stainless steel surfaces were studied. Highly absorbing
polarizing filters and a beamsplitter were also designed and their
properties analyzed. Furthermore, a giant optical rotation together
with enhanced transmittance for a chiral metallic grating was opti-
mized and the optical phenomena were analyzed.
The research contained experimental and theoretical work. Most
of the theoretical calculations were conducted with the Fourier modal
method. Most of the optical characterizations were made with an
ellipsometer. All the fabricated gratings were produced by electron-
beam lithography. Thin films were deposited using evaporation or
atomic-layer deposition.
It was determined that the refractive index of metallic thin films
changes between different deposition methods and different film
thicknesses. The main factors affecting the change were grain size,
oxidation, and surface deformations. The colors on the laser-marked
surface were caused by thin film interference in different thick-
nesses of chromium oxide films. It was observed that the oxide
thickness increased along with laser energy density if the energy
density was below the ablation threshold.
Furthermore, it was suggested that the main reasons for the
high absorbance in the filters and in the beamsplitter was light cou-
pling into localized surface plasmons and guided-mode resonance.
Weaker absorbance in a wire grid polarizer occurred at the bulk
plasma resonance wavelength. Finally, it was revealed that in chiral
gratings the main optical effects contributing to enhanced transmit-
tance together with the giant optical rotation were surface plasmon
polaritons, the Rayleigh anomaly, and localized surface plasmons.
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1 Introduction
Thoughts about the nature of light have changed in the course of
history. In 1704 Isaac Newton presented the corpuscular theory
of light in his book Opticks [1]. He stated that light consisted of
small particles that propagated along straight lines. The corpuscu-
lar theory, however, could not explain all the properties of light. It
became clear through experiments, such as the famous double-slit
experiment of Thomas Young [2], that light also had a wave man-
ifestation. In addition, in 1845 Michael Faraday presented the first
evidence that light was related to electromagnetism. Nowadays, it
is obvious that light is both particle and wave in nature and that the
waves are electromagnetic. In 1905 Albert Einstein expressed the re-
lationship between the wave and the photon, as Einstein named the
light particle, as E = h¯ f , where f is the frequency of the electro-
magnetic wave, E the energy of the associated light particle, and h¯
Planck’s constant.
Due to its electromagnetic nature, as light propagates in a
medium it interacts with the electrically charged particles in the
atoms and molecules. The magnitude of the material responding to
the external electromagnetic field is described by optical constants,
such as refractive index, permittivity, and permeability. Despite
their name, optical constants are not constants but are dependent
on the frequency of light. This phenomenon is called dispersion
and may be modeled by corpuscular [3] and wave [4] theory that
successfully lead to similar mathematical representations for the
frequency dependent optical constants.
While the influence of homogenous material on the electromag-
netic field is governed by the optical constants, the influence of
structures and discontinuities must be calculated using a rather
complicated set of electromagnetic equations. This is the case with
diffraction. Light diffraction is the disturbance of a light wave lead-
ing to a departure from rectilinear propagation. The disturbance
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occurs in the material interfaces of a structure and is most dis-
tinctive when the feature size of the structure is comparable to the
wavelength of light. One of the most important modern examples
of diffractive devices are diffraction gratings consisting of periodic
nano- or micrometer-sized features. They belong to a larger fam-
ily of nano- and micro-optical devices that enables the harvesting
of light into applications such as waveguides, high resolution mi-
croscopy, CD-players, holograms, diffractive lenses, and optical sen-
sors. The list of applications is endless and their technological value
is unquestionable.
Recently, especially metallic nano- and microstructures have at-
tracted substantial attention from the researchers due to their unique
properties. Metals have, however, been studied for more than a
hundred years ago but the development of numerical methods,
electromagnetic simulation codes, and computers have speeded up
research into metallic micro- and nanostructures. Furthermore, the
development of nanofabrication techniques have progressed hand
in hand with computational techniques, providing the tools for de-
signing, fabricating and analyzing the optical properties of metallic
structures.
One of the fascinating fields of optics is plasmonics. It studies
the interaction of the conduction electrons and electromagnetic field
at metallic interfaces or in small metallic nanostructures. It relies on
the free essence of the conduction electrons that may be induced to
oscillate collectively and longitudinally. Plasmonics has led to a
wide range of applications such as biosensors [5,6], nanoscale light
guiding [7,8], and labeling of molecular objects [9–11]. The list will
undoubtedly continue to expand as plasmonics is integrated into
new areas.
This thesis focuses on metallic nano- and microstructured grat-
ings and thin films. We study the optical properties of metallic and
metal oxide thin films and the polarization shaping gratings em-
ploying plasmonic effects. Chapters 2 and 3 provide the theoretical
background for the studies in the thesis. Chapter 2 includes a more
detailed discussion of the basic fundamental optical and chemical
2 Dissertations in Forestry and Natural Sciences No 25
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properties of metals that are quite extensively characterized by elec-
trons that respond to an electromagnetic field or react with a chem-
ical substance. In addition, we further explain the properties of
plasmonic resonances and present the dispersion relation and res-
onance conditions for surface and particle plasma resonances. In
Chapter 3 we consider light as an electromagnetic wave, introduce
some basic concepts of electromagnetic field, and present the analy-
sis tools for light in a homogenous material and a periodic medium.
Chapter 4 describes nano- and microstructure fabrication and char-
acterization techniques most relevant to our studies.
Chapters 5 and 6 contain the main results of the thesis. In Chap-
ter 5 we show how the optical properties of metallic thin films
change depending on the fabrication method and thickness. Fur-
thermore, we briefly examine the industrial world by revealing the
optical effects behind laser-colored stainless steel. In Chapter 6 we
introduce polarization shaping devices with untraditional optical
properties relying on plasmonic and grating resonances. In addi-
tion, we make a thorough investigation of the phenomena behind
giant optical activity and enhanced transmission in chiral metallic
gratings.
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2 Electron theory of metals
The response of matter to an electromagnetic field is characterized
by the behavior of electrons in the applied field. In the case of
metals, the electrons are essentially free, which gives rise to unique
metallic features, both from the chemical and optical point of view.
The behavior of electrons may be approached using classical or
quantum–mechanical models, but in general the combination of the
two provides the deepest understanding of the optical properties,
as will be shown in this chapter.
2.1 ORIGIN OF OPTICAL PROPERTIES
Let us consider a molecule that is illuminated by an electromagnetic
wave. The electric charges in the molecule are set into oscillatory
motion by the electric field of the incident wave. Accelerated elec-
tric charges radiate electromagnetic energy. In the case of a system
of molecules, each molecule is affected not only by the incident
field but also by the resultant of the secondary fields of all the other
molecules. Therefore, inside a medium the secondary waves super-
pose on each other and on the incident wave. [12, 13] This process
is the origin of the optical properties of the medium.
The interaction of the field with electric charges leads a to re-
duction in the propagation speed of the field because the response
to the external field is not immediate. In addition, for an oblique
incident angle the propagation direction changes. These properties
are observed at a macroscopic level and are described by the real
part of the refractive index, n, which is defined by the relationship
between the speed of light in a vacuum, c0, and the speed of light
in the medium, c
n = c0/c. (2.1)
The wavelength of the electromagnetic field in the medium also
experiences a change to λ = λ0/n, where λ0 is the wavelength of
Dissertations in Forestry and Natural Sciences No 25 5
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the incident field in the vacuum.
In addition to reradiating electromagnetic energy, the excited
elementary charges may transform part of the incident electromag-
netic energy into other forms, thermal energy, for example. This
process is called absorbtion. The amplitude of the electromagnetic
field decreases as it propagates through an absorbing medium. The
imaginary part, k, of the complex refractive index [12],
nˆ(ω) = n(ω) + ik(ω), (2.2)
determines the rate at which the wave is attenuated. In Eq. (2.2) i
represents the imaginary unit, ω is the angular frequency of the in-
cident field, and n is defined by Eq. (2.1). It is evident from Eq. (2.2)
that the refractive index, and therefore the motion of the electrons,
is dependent on the frequency of the electromagnetic wave.
An external electric field polarizes material so that the positive
atom nucleus and negative electrons move in opposite directions.
Susceptibility, χ, is a measure of how easily the material is polar-
ized. Susceptibility is actually part of another optical constant, elec-
tric permittivity, defined as
ǫˆ(ω) = ǫ0[1+ χ(ω)] + i
σ(ω)
ω
, (2.3)
where ǫ0 is the permittivity in a vacuum and σ the electric con-
ductivity of the material. The conductivity is non-zero only for
materials with electrons that are not bound to the atom nucleus,
so-called free electrons. The magnitude of the oscillatory motion
of free electrons in the external field is proportional to the electric
conductivity. The imaginary part of the permittivity,
ℑ{ǫˆ(ω)} = ℑ{χ(ω)}+ℜ{σ(ω)} (2.4)
represents the absorption of the field in the medium. ℑ{·} denotes
the imaginary part and ℜ{·} the real part. The imaginary part of
the susceptibility is associated with the absorption of electrons that
are bound to the nucleus and the real part of the conductivity is
associated with absorption by the free electrons.
6 Dissertations in Forestry and Natural Sciences No 25
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The relative permittivity is related to the refractive index for a
non-magnetic medium by
ǫˆr(ω) =
ǫˆ(ω)
ǫ0
= ǫ′(ω) + iǫ′′(ω) = nˆ2(ω) , (2.5)
where ǫ0 is the permittivity in the vacuum and ǫ
′(ω) and ǫ′′(ω) are
both real. The relative permittivity is also called dielectric function.
The real and imaginary parts of the complex optical constants,
such as refractive index, susceptibility, and permittivity, are con-
nected by integral relations. For relative permittivity the relations
may be written as [14–16]
ǫ′(ω′) − 1 = 2
π
P
∫ ∞
0
ωǫ′′(ω)
ω2− ω′2dω , (2.6)
ǫ′′(ω′) = −2ω
′
π
P
∫ ∞
0
[ǫ′(ω)− 1]
ω2 −ω′2 dω +
σ0
ǫ0ω′
, (2.7)
where P denotes the Cauchy principal value of the integral, σ0 the
dc conductivity, and ω′ is an artificial pole on the real axis of a
complex angular frequency. The equations (2.6) and (2.7) are called
Kramers–Kronig relations. They are a direct consequence of the
causality principle and they relate the change in phase of an elec-
tromagnetic wave to an absorption process [17].
The quantum–mechanical approach to optical properties is based
on discretesizing energy into packets called quanta. The energy
level diagram of isolated atoms, illustrated in Fig. 2.1, consists of a
series of states with discrete energies. A result of the periodicity of
the crystal lattice of a medium is that the energy levels are grouped
into bands. Optical transitions between these levels lead to absorp-
tion and emission of electromagnetic radiation. For example, the
absorption of a photon leads to the transition of an electron from a
low energy level to the one above it.
Energy bands are divided into three groups. The band repre-
senting the core electrons, the valence band and the conduction
band. For insulators and semiconductors the conduction band is
empty; for conductors it is partly filled. The size of the gap between
the valence and conduction band determines whether the material
Dissertations in Forestry and Natural Sciences No 25 7
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is an insulator or a semiconductor. For semiconductors the band
gap is less than 3 eV. For conductors the two bands overlap.
In metals the electrons in the conduction band can be excited
into adjacent unoccupied states by applying an electric field, which
results in an electric current. This availability of vacant electron
states in the same energy band provides a mechanism, intraband
absorption, for absorption of low-energy photons. Absorption in
nonconductors, interband absorption, is only likely for photon en-
ergies greater than the band gap. [18]
The classical model treats electrons as if they were attached to
the nucleus by a spring, as shown in Fig. 2.2. From the equation
of motion for a small mass attached to a large mass by a spring we
obtain the dipole moment and, consequently, an expression for the
relative permittivity,
ǫˆr(ω) = 1+
Ne2
mǫ0
1
ω20 − ω− iγω
, (2.8)
where e is the magnitude of the electric charge, ω0 the resonance
frequency of the spring, N the number of oscillators per unit vol-
ume, and γ the damping factor of the springs. Eq. (2.8) is called
the Lorentz harmonic oscillator model. The quantum–mechanical
analog for the resonance frequency ω0 is the transition frequency of
an electron between two energy levels. The damping factor relates
Figure 2.1: Interband absorption of light with angular frequency ω in the energy level
diagram. Bands 1 and 2 consist of several energy levels.
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in the quantum–mechanical analog to the probability of absorption
processes such as transitions to all other atomic states. [19] In gen-
eral, an optical medium will have many characteristic resonance
frequencies. The permittivity may then be described by taking the
sum of the Lorentz oscillators with different natural resonance fre-
quencies. [18]
The optical response for free electrons can be obtained from the
Lorentz harmonic oscillator model demonstrated in Fig. 2.2 by ig-
noring the springs, that is, by setting the spring constant in Eq. (2.8)
to zero. Then, we obtain the expression for the relative permittiv-
ity [20],
ǫˆr(ω) = 1−
ω2p
ω2 + iγω
, (2.9)
where
ωp =
√
Ne2
ǫ0m0
(2.10)
is the plasma frequency. Now, the constant γ in Eq. (2.9) represents
the damping due to the scattering of electrons associated with elec-
trical resistivity [19]. It may be written γ = 1/τ, where τ is the
mean free time between collisions. The distance between the colli-
sions is called the mean free path. If we ignore the damping, that is
+
-
E
Figure 2.2: Lorentz harmonic oscillator consisting of a heavy positive charge and a light
negative mass. Electric field E causes displacement from the equilibrium position.
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γ = 0, the relative permittivity becomes real and may be written
ǫr(ω) = 1−
ω2p
ω2
. (2.11)
By substituting Eq. (2.11) into Eq. (2.5) we notice that the refractive
index is purely imaginary when ω < ωp, real when ω > ωp, and
zero when ω = ωp.
Drude theory alone does not accurately describe the optical
characteristics of many metals. Metals usually exhibit some free-
electron type of behavior, which can be treated with the Drude the-
ory, but they also have a substantial bound-electron component,
due to interband transitions. For example, the colors of gold and
copper are a result of interband transitions at the visible spectral
range. [12] A more accurate way to describe the permittivity of
metals is to combine multiple Lorentz oscillators with the Drude
model.
The relative permittivity of aluminum has been calculated with
Drude model and the combined Lorentz and Drude model in
Fig. 2.3. The calculated values are compared to measured values
taken from [21]. At wavelengths below the plasma wavelength,
82 nm, the low-damping approximation given in Eq. (2.11) is valid
and the permittivity is real. The real part approaches unity as the
wavelength decreases because the electrons are no longer capable
of responding to the driving field. As the wavelength increases, the
intraband transitions take place, metal becomes conductive, and
the imaginary part grows along with the real part according to the
Kramers–Kronig relations. However, there is a disturbance in the
smoothly behaving permittivity around 800 nm, which is due to in-
terband transitions. This is the reason the Drude model fails in this
region.
2.2 ELECTRONIC RESONANCES
One property of metals that arises from the free electrons is that
light may excite electronic resonances in them. A common feature
10 Dissertations in Forestry and Natural Sciences No 25
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Figure 2.3: Real part ǫ′ and imaginary part ǫ′′ of relative permittivity for aluminum. LD
represents the combined Lorentz–Drude model, D the Drude model. The measured values
have been taken from [21].
of electronic resonance is that the oscillation amplitude of the local
electric field overcomes the excitation amplitude by orders of mag-
nitude [22]. The resonant oscillation also results in charge density
oscillations that are either collective or longitudinal or both, so that
the charge density has an oscillatory time dependence exp(−iωt),
where t is the time. The charge density oscillation is also referred
to as plasma oscillation and its quantum is plasmon [23]. Plasmons
may be divided into three groups, which are described in the fol-
lowing sections.
2.2.1 Bulk plasmons
If the damping in Drude’s model Eq. (2.9) is assumed to be zero,
the relative permittivity vanishes at the plasma frequency. This cre-
ates longitudinal electron oscillations called bulk plasma or volume
plasma oscillation. Since the relative permittivity is zero, so is re-
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fractive index according to Eq. (2.5). The wavelength of the elec-
tromagnetic field then approaches infinity inside the medium and
the electrons start to move collectively in a phase. This produces
a displacement of the whole free electron gas. The fixed ion lat-
tice will exert a restorative force to counteract this displacement of
electrons, which causes the electrons to move back to the original
direction and consequently again form a restorative force in the op-
posite direction and so on. The result is that the whole electron gas
oscillates at the plasma frequency backwards and forwards with
respect to the fixed ions. [18, 19]
True plasma oscillation persists after the external field is re-
moved and can be excited only by a beam of charged particles,
such as electrons. [19] Therefore, in optical studies the bulk plasma
oscillation refers to the forced oscillations generated by light. There
exist some studies where the bulk plasma oscillations have been
excited by illuminating a metallic surface at an oblique angle of in-
cidence by light having an electric field component normal to the
surface [24].
2.2.2 Surface plasmons
Surface plasmon resonance is a charge density oscillation existing
at the interface of the dielectric and metal. The oscillation carries
energy along the surface while the field in a direction normal to
the surface is evanescent, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4. Because these
oscillations may be excited by light, their quantum is called surface
plasmon polaritons or surface plasmons.
Let us define the wave number as k = 2π/λ. The wave number
is the length of the wave vector which points in the propagating
direction of the wave. The propagation constant, that is the wave
vector component parallel to the interface, for a surface plasmon
polariton is given by [25]
k
‖
SP = k0
√
ǫˆ2ǫ1
ǫˆ2 + ǫ1
, (2.12)
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Figure 2.4: Propagation direction of the surface plasmon polariton is indicated by the red
arrow. The field in the direction normal to the surface is evanescent in the dielectric and
metal, which is indicated by the red lines.
and the component normal to the surface [26]
k⊥SP = k0
√
ǫ2q
ǫˆ2 + ǫ1
, (2.13)
where ǫ1 and ǫˆ2 = ǫ
′
2 + iǫ
′′
2 are the permittivities of the dielectric
and metal, respectively, k0 = 2π/λ0 is the wave number in a vac-
uum, and ǫq with q = 1, 2 refer to either of the materials. Confine-
ment to the surface demands that the field in the direction normal
to the surface is evanescent. This is possible when the incident light
has an electric field component normal to the interface and ǫ′2 < 0 if
ǫ1 > 0. At optical wavelengths, this condition is fulfilled by several
metals, gold and silver being the most commonly used [5].
If we approximate the permittivity with Eq. (2.11) and if ǫ′2 <
−ǫ1, the wave vector component k‖SP becomes real and the surface
plasmon propagates without attenuation. This is, however, approx-
imately true for only some metals and only in the ultraviolet fre-
quency range and frequencies below it. In general, the propagation
constant is complex and the field in the propagation direction is at-
tenuated. The real part of the propagation constant determines the
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surface plasmon wavelength
λSP =
2π
ℜ{k‖SP}
, (2.14)
and the imaginary part determines the propagation 1/e decay length
lSP =
1
2ℑ{k‖SP}
. (2.15)
The wave vector component parallel to the surface for light in-
cident from the dielectric material is
k‖ =
√
ǫ1 sin θ1
2π
λ0
, (2.16)
where θ1 is the angle if incidence. In order to excite surface plas-
mons, the real parts of the propagation constant components given
by Eq. (2.12) and (2.16) should be equal. Since ǫ′2 < 0 and ǫ1 > 0, the
real part of the propagation constant of the surface plasmon k
‖
SP is
greater than that of the field in the dielectric medium k‖. This prob-
lem can be overcome, for example, using the famous Kretschmann
configuration [27], which includes a prism placed on the metal sur-
face. The light incident from the dielectric side to the prism expe-
riences total internal reflection from the prism-metal interface and
the generated evanescent wave couples with the surface plasmon
mode.
If the surface is corrugated with a period d, the wave vector
component parallel to the surface is [26]
k
‖
c = k
‖ +m
2π
d
, (2.17)
where k‖ is defined by Eq. (2.16) and m is the diffraction order; its
meaning is explained in the next chapter. The k
‖
c may be tuned
to match the wave vector given by Eq. (2.12). It should be noted
that the dispersion relation in Eq. (2.12) hardly changes if the metal
surface has a shallow corrugation.
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If we assume that the corrugated surface lies on the xy-plane,
the wave vector for a two-dimensional corrugated surface is
k
‖
c = k
‖ + m
2π
dx
xˆ + n
2π
dy
yˆ , (2.18)
where dx and dy are the grating periods in the x- and y-directions,
respectively, k‖ the parallel wave vector of the incident light, and
m and n the diffraction orders. It follows from the generation of
diffraction orders that surface plasmons may be excited with nor-
mally incident light in contrast to a non-corrugated surface. The
same applies also in the case of one-dimensional corrugated sur-
faces.
2.2.3 Localized surface plasmons
For a small particle, with a size in the range of the penetration
depth of the electromagnetic field into the metal, the clear distinc-
tion between surface and bulk plasmons vanishes. Let us consider
a spherical metal particle with a diameter much smaller than the
wavelength of light embedded in the dielectric material. From the
Mie theory [28], by taking a first-order approximation we find the
polarizability, a measure for how easily individual particle is polar-
ized, inside the particle is
α = 4πa3
ǫˆ2 − ǫ1
ǫˆ2 + 2ǫ1
, (2.19)
where a is the radius of the particle, ǫ1 the permittivity of the sur-
rounding material and ǫˆ2 the permittivity of the metal. If we as-
sume that ǫ′′2 varies slowly along the frequency, the polarizability
reaches its maximum when [25]
ǫ′2 = −2ǫ1 . (2.20)
The oscillation mode associated with this condition, which is in fact
the lowest-order surface mode, has become known as the Fro¨hlich
mode [12], which is illustrated in Fig. 2.5. If γ ≪ ω2p, which is
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usually true for most metals at room temperature, it follows from
Eq. (2.9) that the frequency that satisfies Eq. (2.20) is
ωF =
ωp√
1+ 2ǫ1
, (2.21)
which in air ǫ1 = 1 reduces to
ωF =
ωp√
3
. (2.22)
The frequency ωF is called the Fro¨hlich frequency.
The field inside the metal particle for which a ≪ λ is homoge-
nous and therefore drives the electrons in a collective oscillative
motion. When Eq. (2.20) is satisfied, the electric field is highly local-
ized in the metallic particle. The quantum of the electron oscillation
in the case of a highly localized electric field is called the localized
surface plasmon or particle plasmon.
We may estimate the effect of the particle size by taking second-
order approximation from Mie’s theory. The resonance condition
for the Fro¨hlich mode is then [12]
ǫ′2 = −(2+
12
5
x2)ǫ1 , (2.23)
Figure 2.5: Electron oscillations in the Fro¨hlich mode corresponding to the dipole particle
plasmon resonance.
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where x is the so-called size parameter defined by
x =
2π
√
ǫ1a
λ
. (2.24)
It may be concluded from Eq. (2.23) that the resonance frequency
shifts to lower frequencies when the size of the sphere increases.
The Fro¨hlich mode is also known as the dipole mode. For larger
particles higher-order modes also appear at different frequencies.
The second lowest mode is the quadrupole mode, in which half of
the electron cloud inside the metal moves parallel to the applied
field and half moves antiparallel [29].
For a sphere, which is a symmetrical particle, the localized plas-
mons may be excited independently on the polarization of the ap-
plied field. However, in the case of an infinitely long cylinder, only
a field with a component normal to the surface is capable of excit-
ing plasmons. The resonance condition corresponding to Eq. (2.20)
in an infinitely long cylinder illuminated by light polarized perpen-
dicular to the cylinder axis is given by [30]
ǫ′2
ǫ1
= −1 . (2.25)
It is evident by comparing the resonance condition given by Eq. (2.20)
and Eq. (2.25) that the shape of the particle has a significant influ-
ence on the resonance.
Let us consider a spherical dielectric inclusion in a metallic
body. This is opposite to the problem that was solved by Eq. (2.20)
and we may consider it simply by switching the permittivities,
ǫ′2 → ǫ1 and ǫ1 → ǫ′2. Then we obtain the resonance condition
for a spherical void, or cavity, from [25]
ǫ′2 = −
1
2
ǫ1 . (2.26)
The resonance associated with Eq. (2.26) is called cavity plasmon
resonance. The resonance condition for other shapes of cavities is
obtained with a similar switch of permittivities.
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2.3 OXIDATION
Valence electrons are responsible for chemical reactions such as ox-
idation. The natural tendency of two elements in the oxidation pro-
cess is to obtain an octet, a state where the bonding has a total of
eight valence electrons and does not undergo any further chemical
reactions. Since metals have only 1–3 valence electrons, they react
easily with oxygen, except this is not the case for the most noble
metals.
The bonding between oxygen and the metal is defined by the
electronegativity difference of the elements. Usually the resulting
bonding is mostly ionic in nature, which means that the oxygen
receives electrons from the metal and it is held together by electro-
static forces. Some of the most common metal oxides are titanium
oxide TiO2, aluminum oxide Al2O3, chromium oxide Cr2O3, which
is formed, for example, on stainless steel, and iron oxide Fe2O3, also
known as rust.
2.4 SUMMARY
In this chapter we discussed the optical and chemical properties
of metals originating from the electronic structure characteristic to
different elements. The optical properties, fundamentally micro-
scopic by nature, are presented in the next chapter in their effec-
tively macroscopic forms — the refractive index and permittivity.
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3 Electromagnetic theory of
light
Electromagnetic theory expresses light as vectorial electromagnetic
waves. The theory ignores the essence of light as particles, therefore
excluding atomic-level processes, but describes the behavior of light
accurately in other cases. A set of equations combined from the the-
ories of electricity and magnetism by James Clerk Maxwell form the
basis for the electromagnetic theory of light. Maxwell’s equations
together with constitutive relations, which describe the behavior of
substances under the influence of light, can be exploited to derive
analytic tools for light propagation in a homogeneous medium and
a periodic structure.
3.1 LIGHT IN HOMOGENOUS MEDIUM
Optical properties are independent of their position in a homoge-
neous medium. Let us consider a stationary and time-harmonic
field. An electric field vector may be represented as the sum of
monochromatic fields
E(r, t) = ℜ
{∫ ∞
−∞
E(r,ω) exp(−iωt)dω
}
, (3.1)
where ℜ is the real part, r the position, i imaginary unit, ω the
angular frequency and each component of the complex amplitude
vector, E(r,ω), may be written in the form
Ej(r,ω) = |Ej(r,ω)| exp{i arg[Ej(r,ω)]}, (3.2)
where j = {x, y, z}, |Ej(r,ω)| is the modulus of the complex am-
plitude vector, and arg[Ej(r,ω)] the phase of the complex ampli-
tude component. An analogous expressionmay be written for mag-
netic field H(r, t), electric displacement D(r, t), magnetic induction
B(r, t), and current density J(r, t). [31]
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3.1.1 Maxwell’s equations
The time-harmonic field in a homogeneous material satisfies
Maxwell’s equations. The time-independent form of the equations
are [32–34]
∇× E(r,ω) = iωB(r,ω) , (3.3)
∇× H(r,ω) = J(r,ω)− iωD(r,ω) , (3.4)
∇ · D(r,ω) = ρ(r,ω) , (3.5)
∇ · B(r,ω) = 0 , (3.6)
where ρ(r,ω) is the electric charge density. The simplest solution
to Maxwell’s equations is a plane wave. If a monochromatic plane
wave propagates along the z-axis, the expression for the electric
field is
E(r, t) = E(z, t) = ℜ{(Ex xˆ + Eyyˆ) exp (ikz) exp (−iωt)} , (3.7)
where Ex and Ey are the complex amplitude components of the
electric field and xˆ and yˆ the unit vectors in x- and y-direction, re-
spectively. Wavenumber, k, is defined by k = 2π/λ, where λ is
the wavelength of light. In dealing with linear mathematical opera-
tions, such as addition, differentiation, and integration, usually the
complex representation of the field instead of the real representa-
tion is considered which facilitates the mathematical treatment.
3.1.2 Poynting vector
The energy flow of the electromagnetic field is described by the
Poynting vector
S(r, t) = E(r, t)× H(r, t). (3.8)
The magnitude of a time-averaged Poynting vector at certain point
r
〈S(r, t)〉 = 1
2
ℜ{E(r)× H∗(r)} (3.9)
if often considered as representing the intensity of the electromag-
netic field, and its direction is taken to define the direction of the en-
ergy flow. Such a pointwise interpretation is, however, completely
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unambiguous only in case of a single plane wave. Whenever in-
terference is involved, the physical interpretation is less straightfor-
ward and particular caution should be exercised in cases where the
electromagnetic field changes rapidly in scales of the order of the
optical wavelength.
3.1.3 Polarization
The electric field of a plane wave can always be represented using
two orthogonal components. The state of polarization describes
the relationship between the amplitudes and phase differences of
these two components. If a plane wave is incident on a surface, the
component that is perpendicular to the plane of incidence, which is
spanned by the wave vector and the normal of the surface, is called
the TE (transverse electric) component. The component parallel
to the plane of incidence is called the TM (transverse magnetic)
component. The geometry is illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
If the phase difference, δ, between the components is a multiple
of π, δ = arg Ey − arg Ex = mπ, the field is said to be linearly po-
larized. When the amplitudes are equal |Ex| = |Ey| and the phase
difference is δ = π/2± 2mπ, the field is left-handed circularly po-
larized; it is right-handed circularly polarized when the phase dif-
ference δ = −π/2 ± 2mπ. In other cases, the field is elliptically
polarized.
3.1.4 Constitutive relations
If we assume that the medium is linear and isotropic, the constitu-
tive relations that connect the complex amplitudes of the magnetic
field, the electric field, electric displacement, magnetic induction,
and the current density can be represented as
D(r,ω) = ǫ(r,ω)E(r,ω) , (3.10)
B(r,ω) = µ(r,ω)H(r,ω) , (3.11)
J(r,ω) = σ(r,ω)E(r,ω) , (3.12)
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Figure 3.1: Electric field of a plane wave can always be divided into TE and TM compo-
nents. The former is perpendicular to the plane of incidence and the latter is parallel. The
black arrow represents the propagation direction of the field.
where ǫ(r,ω) is the electric permittivity, µ(r,ω) magnetic perme-
ability, and σ(r,ω) electric conductivity [31]. The permittivity and
permeability can be written as ǫ(r,ω) = ǫr(r,ω)ǫ0 and µ(r,ω) =
µr(r,ω)µ0, respectively, where ǫr is the relative permittivity, ǫ0 the
permittivity of the vacuum, µr the relative permeability, and µ0 the
permeability of the vacuum. In this thesis only non-magnetic me-
dia are considered, for which µr = 1. Maxwell’s equations together
with the constitutive relations imply that we need to solve only two
of the vectorial electric or magnetic field components to obtain the
remaining four.
3.1.5 Boundary conditions
Maxwell’s equations are valid only in a continuous medium. The
field across an interface between two media must follow the bound-
ary conditions that can be deduced fromMaxwell’s equations using
the Gauss and Stokes theorems [31].
Let us denote the field approaching a certain point from dif-
ferent sides of the boundary with the subscripts 1 and 2 and the
normal unit vector at the boundary with nˆ12, which points from
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medium 1 to medium 2. It follows from the boundary conditions
nˆ12 · [B1(ω)− B2(ω)] = 0 , (3.13)
nˆ12 · [D1(ω)− D2(ω)] = ρs(ω) , (3.14)
nˆ12 × [E1(ω)− E2(ω)] = 0 , (3.15)
nˆ12 × [H1(ω)− H2(ω)] = Js(ω) , (3.16)
where ρs(ω) is the electric charge density on the surface and
Js(ω) the current density on the surface, that the tangential com-
ponents of the electric and magnetic field and the normal compo-
nents of electric displacement and magnetic induction are contin-
uous across the boundary. If 2 is perfectly conducting, in another
words σ → ∞, the fields are zero inside the medium, B2(r,ω) =
D2(r,ω) = E2(r,ω) = H2(r,ω) = 0.
3.1.6 Electromagnetic field at interface
The TE and TM components are reflected and transmitted with dif-
ferent efficiencies when light is incident at an oblique angle to an
interface. The reflectance and transmittance of light from a inter-
face may be calculated with Fresnel’s coefficients, which are de-
rived from the boundary conditions Eqs. (3.13)–(3.16). The rela-
tionship between the incident and reflected electric field complex
amplitudes is given by
rTE =
ni cos θi − nt cos θt
ni cos θi + nt cos θt
, (3.17)
for TE-polarized light, where ni is the refractive index at the input
side, nt the refraction index in the transmission side, θi the incidence
angle, and θt the refraction angle.
The relationship between the transmitted and incident complex
amplitudes for TE-polarized light is
tTE =
2ni cos θi
ni cos θi + nt cos θt
. (3.18)
The corresponding coefficients for the TM component are
rTM =
nt cos θi − ni cos θt
nt cos θi + ni cos θt
, (3.19)
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and
tTM =
2ni cos θi
ni cos θt + nt cos θi
. (3.20)
The expressions for reflected and transmitted irradiance are
RTE = |rTE|2 , (3.21)
TTE =
nt cos θt
ni cos θi
|tTE|2 , (3.22)
RTM = |rTM|2 , (3.23)
TTM =
nt cos θt
ni cos θi
|tTM|2 , (3.24)
where rTE, rTM, tTE and tTM may be either complex or real.
3.1.7 Angular spectrum representation
Since a plane wave satisfies the Maxwell’s equations, so does super-
position of plane waves [35, 36]. Using this knowledge in Fourier
analysis, we obtain a description for the propagation of an arbitrary
electromagnetic field in a homogeneous medium.
Let us consider an electromagnetic field propagating from plane
z = z0 into a parallel plane z > z0. Assuming that no sources in
the half space z0 > 0 exist, we obtain an expression for any scalar
component Us(x, y, z;ω) of the field at plane z, so that z > z0 [35]
Us(x, y, z;ω) =
∫∫ ∞
−∞
As(kx, ky;ω) exp[i(kxx + kyy+ kz∆z)]dkxdky
(3.25)
where ∆z = z− z0 and
As(kx, ky;ω) =
1
(2π)2
∫∫ ∞
−∞
Us(x, y, z0;ω) exp[−i(kxx + kyy)]dxdy
(3.26)
is the angular spectrum of the field at z = z0. According to the
angular spectrum representation, the field may be expressed as a
superposition of plane waves propagating in directions determined
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by the components (kx, ky, kx) of wave vector k and the complex am-
plitudes of the plane waves are given in Eq. (3.26). The z-component
of the wave vector can be written
kz =
{
[k2 − (k2x + k2y)]1/2 , when k2x + k2y ≤ k2 ,
i[(k2x + k
2
y)− k2]1/2, when k2x + k2y > k2 .
(3.27)
The solution of Eq. (3.25) contains two types of waves. The real root
in Eq. (3.27) represents plane waves that propagate in the direction
given by the wave vector k whereas the imaginary root represents
exponentially decaying fields, known as evanescent waves.
3.2 LIGHT IN PERIODIC STRUCTURE
In periodic structure both the field and permittivity may be ex-
panded into a Fourier series. With this as the starting point when
solving Maxwell’s equations and the boundary conditions, an ex-
act representation of the field in the periodic region is obtained. In
this section we consider the behavior of the electromagnetic field
in diffraction gratings, which are the most fundamental periodic
elements in wave optical engineering.
3.2.1 Diffraction gratings
The characteristic property of diffraction gratings is that when illu-
minated by a plane wave, the field is reflected and transmitted in
discrete directions, referred to as diffraction orders.
Let us consider the grating geometry represented in Fig. 3.2. Re-
gion I, where z < 0, and region III, where z > h, are homogeneous
and the relative permittivities are ǫI = n
2
I and ǫIII = n
2
III, respec-
tively. The grating lies in the modulated region 0 < z < h with two
permittivities, ǫ1 and ǫ2. The permittivities ǫIII, ǫ1, and ǫ2 may be
either real or complex. The relative permittivity of the modulated
region may be written
ǫr(x, y, z;ω) = ǫr(x + dx, y+ dy, z;ω) , (3.28)
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when dx and dy are the grating periods in the x- and y-directions,
respectively.
The field in regions I and III is pseudo-periodic and satisfies the
Floquet–Bloch condition for each scalar component [23, 37]
Us(x+ dx, y+ dy, z;ω) = Us(x, y, z;ω) exp[i(kx0dx + ky0dy)] , (3.29)
according to which the field is periodic with a period dx × dy apart
from the phase factor exp[i(kx0dx + ky0dy)]. In Eq. (3.29) kx0 and
ky0 are the x- and y-components of the wave vector of the incident
light.
It follows from the Floquet–Bloch condition that the wave vector
components for a reflected and transmitted field can only have the
discrete values
kxm = kx0 + 2πm/dx , (3.30)
kyn = ky0 + 2πn/dy , (3.31)
wherem and n are integers corresponding to themth and nth diffrac-
tion orders. Furthermore, the angular spectrum is also discrete and
may be expressed as the discrete sum of the plane waves instead of
the integral.
Let us assume that a unit-amplitude plane wave light source
with the vacuum wavelength λ0 exists in the half space z < 0. The
I
II
III
0
x
z
h
y
Figure 3.2: The grating geometry.
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electric fields in regions I and III may then be expressed as a su-
perposition of plane waves corresponding to different diffraction
orders [38]
EI(x, y, z;ω) = uˆ0 exp[i(kx0x+ ky0y + kz00z)]
+ ∑
mn
rmn exp[i(kxmx + kyny− k−zmnz)] (3.32)
in region I and
EIII(x, y, z;ω) = ∑
mn
tmn exp i[kxmx + kyny+ k
+
zmn(z− h)] (3.33)
in region III, where rmn and tmn are the complex amplitudes of
the diffracted field and uˆ0 is the unity complex amplitude vector.
The wave vector components in Eq. (3.32) are defined by kx0 =
nIk0 sin θ cosφ, ky0 = nIk0 sin θ sin φ, and kz00 = nIk0 cos θ, when
k0 = 2π/λ0 is the wave number of the incident light. The z-
components k−zmn and k+zmn are defined by
k−zmn = [(k0nI)
2 − k2xm − k2yn]1/2 , (3.34)
k+zmn = [(k0nIII)
2 − k2xm − k2yn]1/2 . (3.35)
The incident angle θ between the wave vector k0 and the z-axis, the
conical angle φ, polarization angle ψ, and the polarization vector uˆ
uˆ = (cosψ cos θ cos φ− sinψ sin φ)xˆ
+(cosψ cos θ sin φ+ sinψ cos φ)yˆ
− cosψ sin θzˆ (3.36)
are represented in Fig. 3.3. The corresponding expressions for the
magnetic field are given by Eqs. (3.3), (3.4), and (3.11).
The propagation directions for the transmitted plane waves can
be deduced from the condition
k0nIII cos θmn = k
+
zmn, (3.37)
when the grating equation for transmitted diffraction orders is
k20n
2
III sin
2 θmn = (k0nI sin θ cos φ+ 2πm/dx)
2
+(k0nI sin θ sin φ+ 2πn/dy)
2 . (3.38)
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Figure 3.3: The incidence angle θ, conical angle φ, wave vector k, polarization angle ψ,
and polarization vector uˆ.
Correspondingly, for the reflected diffraction orders it holds that
k20n
2
I sin
2 θmn = (k0nI sin θ cos φ+ 2πm/dx)
2
+(k0nI sin θ sin φ+ 2πn/dy)
2 . (3.39)
The one-dimensional grating equations are obtained when dx or dy
approaches infinity and angle φ = 0.
The diffraction efficiencies for reflected and transmitted diffrac-
tion orders are obtained from
ηrmn = ℜ{k−zmn/k−z00}|rmn|2 , (3.40)
ηtmn = ℜ{k+zmn/k+z00}|tmn|2 , (3.41)
where ℜ{k−zmn/k−z00} and ℜ{k+zmn/k+z00} are scaling factors that arise
from the energy conservation as the cross-section projections of the
incident and diffracted beams change when the propagation angles
of the beams change.
3.2.2 Fourier modal method
We are usually interested in solving the complex amplitudes of the
transmitted and reflected diffraction orders in Eqs. (3.32) and (3.33)
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and the field distribution in the three regions. However, in most
cases no analytical solution can be found and many numerical rig-
orous methods, such as the Rayleigh [38], Integral [39], FDTD [40],
and Coordinate transformmethod [41] have been presented to solve
the problem.
In this thesis we use the Fourier modal method (FMM) [42–45],
which, according to its name, expands the periodic electric permit-
tivity and field in the modulated grating area as a Fourier series.
The field inside the modulated grating area is expressed as the su-
perposition of waveguide modes and is of pseudoperiodic form.
The Fourier coefficients as well as the wave vector z-components
of the modes are solved numerically from an eigenvalue equation.
The complex amplitudes of the reflected and transmitted field are
obtained matching the field inside and outside the grating region
by means of the boundary conditions and using S-matrix algo-
rithm [46, 47]. In the Fourier expansions the infinite number of
summations must be truncated into a finite number, which deter-
mines the accuracy of the solution. For a converged result, all the
propagating modes and a sufficient number of evanescent modes
must be included in the calculation.
The Fourier modal method is suitable for binary gratings and
can also be applied to non-binary structures by dividing the grating
profile into binary slabs. Both one- and two-dimensional gratings
and both metallic and dielectric grating materials can be dealt with
the method. However, the implementation of FMM between dielec-
tric and metallic gratings is somewhat different. Due to the larger
contribution of evanescent fields, the number of modes taken into
account in the calculations is higher for metals, especially in the
case of surface plasmons, for which the field is evanescent at both
sides of the interface.
3.2.3 Grating anomalies
Sudden changes in the electromagnetic fields with respect to phys-
ical parameters such as the wavelength of the incident field or the
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angle of incidence associated with diffraction gratings are called
Wood’s anomalies. There are two principal types of anomalous ef-
fects; the Rayleigh type and the resonance type. The Rayleigh type
occurs when one of the diffraction orders propagates parallel to
the surface. This corresponds to the situation θmn = 90 in Eq. (3.38).
The Rayleigh anomaly condition for the appearance/disappearence
of the (m, n)th diffracted order for light incident in the zy-plane is
obtained from Eq. (3.38) by setting θmn = 90 and φ = 0
n2III
λ20
=
(
m
dx
)2
+
(
nI sin θ
λ0
+
n
dy
)2
. (3.42)
The second anomaly is called guided-mode resonance and is
due to the coupling of the diffracted fields to the modes propagat-
ing in the modulated grating region that acts as a waveguide. [48]
3.2.4 Effective medium theory
When the feature size of a grating is substantially smaller than the
wavelength of the incident light, the grating may be treated as a
homogeneous thin film with an effective refractive index defined
by the grating structure. Then, only the zeroth reflected and trans-
mitted diffraction orders propagate. If the permittivity distribution
of the grating is not symmetric, the effective refractive index is de-
pendent on the direction and the grating may be approximated as
an effectively anisotropic thin film. Treating the grating as an ef-
fective medium makes the solution of the grating problem much
faster since the reflected and transmitted energy may be evaluated
from the Fresnel’s coefficients [31]. Effective medium description
also provides physical insight into the behavior of light in subwave-
length gratings.
Let us consider a one-dimensional y-invariant linear grating
profile, illustrated in Fig. 3.4, where the refractive index profile is
defined by
n(x) =
{
n1, when 0 < x < g
n2, when g < x < d.
(3.43)
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Figure 3.4: One dimensional y-invariant linear grating. n1 and n2 denote the refraction
indexes of the modulated grating region.
From the theory of periodic waveguides [45] we know that the ef-
fective refractive index is defined by the z-component of the wave
vector, it is the propagation constant, γ, divided by the wave num-
ber
nˆeff = γ/k. (3.44)
Bearing this in mind and considering only the zeroth order modes
in the eigenvalue equation mentioned in the previous section, we
obtain the approximation for the effective refractive index [49]
nˆeff⊥ = [ f n
−2
1 + (1− f )n−22 ]−1/2 , (3.45)
for a field polarized perpendicularly to the grating lines, where the
fill factor f = g/d. For a field polarized parallel to the grating lines
we obtain
nˆeff‖ = [ f n
2
1 + (1− f )n22]1/2 . (3.46)
Expressions for the effective refractive index also exist for two-
dimensional structures [50, 51], but the approximations are not as
accurate as in the one-dimensional case.
3.3 SUMMARY
In this chapter we represented the theoretical tools for analysing
light propagation in homogenous and nano- and microstructured
elements. In the next chapter we shall consider the fabrication and
characterization techniques for these structures.
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4 Fabrication and characteri-
zation of metallic nanostruc-
tures
Fabrication techniques for nano- and micro-optical devices have im-
proved significantly since 1876, when David Rittenhouse made the
first grating by wrapping fine wire between a pair of 0.25 mm pitch
screws [52]. The feature size has decreased down to ten nanome-
ters using electron beam lithography [53, 54] and techniques such
as DNA self-assembling [55] seem to reduce it even further. In this
thesis we have used two very different fabrication techniques: the
electron beam lithography and laser-marking. In addition, thin film
deposition and a versatile optical characterization technique, ellip-
sometry, are described.
4.1 THIN FILM DEPOSITION
Thin film deposition is an important step in nano- and microstruc-
ture fabrication. Two widely used thin film deposition techniques
are atomic layer deposition [56] and thermal evaporation [57, 58].
Due to their different physical mechanisms to grow the film, they
result in different physical structures. The physical structure of the
film is of great importance since it affects the optical properties and
further processability of the film (see Paper I), [59].
4.1.1 Atomic layer deposition
Atomic layer deposition (ALD) may be employed to grow oxide,
nitride, and metal films [60]. In the process two or more precursors
react chemically with each other and form one monolayer of the
desired material. The precursors are led into a vacuum chamber
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in turns and after each precursor pulse the chamber is purged by
an inert gas. These steps are repeated until the desired thickness is
achieved.
The temperature, pressure of the chamber, and other process
parameters are adjusted according to the process chemistry and
targeted film properties. For example, with increasing temperature
the reactions become more complete and the impurity content de-
creases, which leads to higher refractive indexes. [56, 61, 62]
ALD is a very precise method for growing thin films because
it allows us to adjust the film thickness by one atomic layer at a
time. Depending on the process, one cycle produces a 0.1–3 A˚ film
thickness [62]. Due to this atomic scale precise control, the mi-
crostructure of the deposited film is dense and conformal.
4.1.2 Thermal evaporation
The objective of evaporation is to transfer atoms from a heated tar-
get to a substrate. The target material is heated to the evaporation
point and the thermal energy is transferred to the kinetic energy of
the evaporated atoms that impinge on the substrate. [63] The tar-
get may be heated by an electron beam or resistively in a boat by
passing an electric current through it.
One significant difference between ALD and thermal evapora-
tion is that the microstructure of evaporated film changes signifi-
cantly along the film thickness. The structural evolution for evapo-
rated films starts with the adsorption of atoms on the surface and
is followed by the condensation of the adsorbed atoms, adatoms.
The condensation of the adatoms is also referred to as nucleation.
The nuclei grow into islands until they coalesce into each other and
form a continuous network of grains. [64, 65]
The development of the grain structure is determined mainly
by the surface mobility of the adatoms relative to the deposition
rate and the substrate temperature relative to the melting tempera-
ture of the film material. As a rule, higher substrate temperatures
and lower deposition rates lead to larger grain size [66]. In face-
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centered-cubic metals such as aluminum, silver, gold, copper and
iridium, the surface mobility of the adatoms is high and the struc-
ture continues to evolve during the thickening of the film. The
final grain size is typically on the order of the film thickness. An-
other type of material includes refractory metals and elements with
a diamond-cubic crystal structure such as silicon, chromium and
iron. They have a lower surface mobility and the resulting mi-
crostructure consists of vertically long pillars. [67]
The resulting thin film for both material types consists of grains
which are separated by grain boundaries. The space between the
grain boundaries is filled with impurities such as nitrogen and
oxygen that originate from the vacuum chamber. Therefore, the
amount of space between the grain boundaries and the quality of
the vacuum impact on the optical properties of the evaporated thin
film.
4.2 ELECTRON-BEAM LITHOGRAPHY
Electron-beam lithography is a process with several steps. First, a
resist is exposed to an electron beam. In the case of a positive poly-
mer resist, electrons break chemical bondings so that long polymer
chains are fragmented into monomers; in the case of a negative
monomer resist the electrons polymerize the resist [68]. The expo-
sure is followed by a development of the resist by immersing the
sample in solvent or spraying or puddling it. The development liq-
uid dissolves the monomer regions so that the negative or the posi-
tive of the exposed pattern is left. The remaining resist residues are
removed with oxygen plasma in a reactive ion etcher chamber. The
pattern from the empty openings in the resist is etched into a layer
underneath the resist by dry or wet etching. In case of dry etching
the material is removed by bombarding it with plasma whereas in
the case of wet etching the material is etched with a liquid chemi-
cal. After the etching process the residues of the resist that worked
as a mask are removed, for example, with oxygen plasma etching
and in the simplest case the sample is complete.
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Metallic gratings may be fabricated by performing the steps de-
scribed above. However, it is important to note that the quality of
the metal film plays a crucial role in the etching step. The metal
film may be porous if it is deposited by thermal evaporation. In the
case of aluminum, the porous film structure contains a high amount
of aluminum oxide, which is one of the hardest materials on earth,
and may result in incomplete etching [69].
Metallic gratings may also be fabricated by coating the pat-
terned resist and the openings with a metal layer. The resist and the
metal layer on top of it are then removed by immersing the sample
in solvent while the metal layer in the openings remains on the sub-
strate. These two steps together are called the lift-off method; it is
also suitable for obtaining a mask for deep structures [70]. For the
fabrication of gold gratings lift-off is the only feasible method [69].
4.3 LASER MARKING
Fabrication of microstructured elements with the laser-marking tech-
nique is very straightforward compared to electron-beam lithogra-
phy. The structure is achieved by heating the surface with a laser
so that the surface material is evaporated or sublimated. This pro-
cess is also referred to as ablation. The heating of the surface may
also trigger a chemical reaction with the oxygen in the air and re-
sult in the formation of a thin oxide layer. The occurrence of these
two phenomena depends on the energy absorbed by the surface.
Higher energies lead to ablation. Below the ablation threshold, the
thickness of the native oxide layer on the metal increases along with
the energy density.
The initial oxide layer is developed through adsorption and
chemisorption of oxygen on the metal surface. Further oxide growth
can proceed via electron and ion diffusion through the oxide layer.
[71] Because of the diffusion mechanism, the layer growth is self-
limiting and saturates at a certain thickness. However, if the surface
is heated, as in the case of laser-marking, the diffusion is enhanced
and the layer continues to grow.
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The energy and therefore the heat on the surface may be con-
veniently adjusted by a pulsed laser. The energy is dependent on
the laser power, pulse length, pulse repetition frequency, diameter
of the beam, laser scanning velocity, and the line spacing between
adjacent scans. Usually the beam intensity distribution is gaussian
or semi-gaussian but in order to obtain an oxide layer of uniform
thickness, the beam intensity profile should have the shape of a flat-
top. In case of the flat-top profile, the energy, E, accumulating in
area, A, may be calculated from
E = IAt , (4.1)
where I is the intensity of the beam and t the time the surface
is heated. The average power of the pulse is defined by the rela-
tionship of the laser power, Pl, and the repetition frequency of the
pulses, f ,
Pp =
Pl
f
(4.2)
and the pulse interval is
tp =
1
f
. (4.3)
4.4 ELLIPSOMETRY
An ellipsometer, according to its name, measures the ellipticity of
the polarization state of light reflected from a measured surface.
More accurately, the measured values ψ and δ are defined by
tanψeiδ =
rˆTM
rˆTE
, (4.4)
where rˆTM and rˆTE are the Fresnel reflection coefficients for the sam-
ple. If the measured sample is thin film, the Fresnel coefficients are
calculated by summing the coefficients in Eqs. (3.17) and (3.19) co-
herently for beams that reflect a number of times from the back
and top surface of the film. In the case of bulk material only one
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reflection needs to be considered. [72] An ellipsometer may be em-
ployed to determine the refractive index, thickness and reflectance
and transmittance of the sample.
The evaluated refractive indexes must satisfy the ellipsometric
equation Eq. (4.4). When dielectric material is measured over a
certain wavelength range, we are usually interested in finding re-
fractive indexes with dispersion described by the Cauchy’s relation
n(λ) = A+
B
λ2
+
C
λ4
, (4.5)
where A, B, and C are the adjusted parameters. The parametric
model for metals consists of the sum of the Drude and Lorentz
oscillators defined by Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9). In addition, the Kramers-
Kronig relation between the imaginary and real part of the refrac-
tive index may be applied to determine the solution.
If no parametric model is used, the refractive indexes are eval-
uated by using an initial estimate from the refraction indexes of an
already known material. Then, the solution is given by the refrac-
tion indexes that are closest to the initial estimate and satisfy the
ellipsometric equation Eq. (4.4).
The correspondence of ψ and δ generated by the calculated re-
fractive indexes between the measured ψ and δ is evaluated by the
root mean square error (RMSE). Refraction indexes resulting in the
smallest error are the solution for Eq. (4.4). The RMSE is calculated
with numerical iterative Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm [73].
The ellipsometer may also be used to measure change in the
polarization state for transmitted light. If the light incident on the
sample is linearly polarized, the ellipticity, χ, and polarization ro-
tation angle, θ, for transmitted light, defined in Fig. 4.1, can be
obtained from simple equations [74]
tan[2(45◦ − θ)] = tan 2ψ cos δ (4.6)
and
sin 2χ = sin 2ψ sin δ , (4.7)
where ψ and δ are defined as in Eq. (4.4) except that the Fresnel
reflection coefficients are replaced by transmission coefficients.
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Figure 4.1: Ellipticity, χ, defined by arctan χ = a/b, where a and b are the minor and
major axes of the ellipse, and polarization rotation, θ, of the transmitted light. E is the
electric field vector.
4.5 SUMMARY
This chapter introduced some modern fabrication and characteri-
zation techniques of optical components. In the next two chapters,
presenting the main results of this thesis, these techniques are uti-
lized.
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5 Thin metal and metal oxide
films
It was revealed in the previous chapter that the microstructure of
thin films is affected by the deposition method and the process pa-
rameters. In this chapter we review how these factors contribute
to the macroscopic optical properties. More precisely, we examine
how the complex refractive index of a thin film is dependent on
thickness and the deposition technique.
Furthermore, we examine more closely colorful stainless steel
surfaces that the laser-marking technique creates below the abla-
tion threshold. We show that the colors are produced by thin film
interference in chromium oxide films growing on the surface dur-
ing the marking.
5.1 CHANGES IN REFRACTIVE INDEX IN METAL FILMS
Retrieving refractive indexes from the optical constants database,
such as those represented by the references [21, 75], is not a task
without concern. The refractive indexes tabulated in these databases
are measured for several differently fabricated and processed ma-
terials. The materials may have been fabricated by evaporation,
sputtering or arc-zone melting, and some of them are bulk. The
process parameters, such as temperature and pressure for evapo-
rated or sputtered samples, are certainly not equal. Furthermore,
post-processing of the samples may or may not include, for exam-
ple, polishing, annealing, and rinsing. [76–82]
In order to design optical devices, the refractive index used for
the theoretical calculations should be known as precisely as possi-
ble. Especially the optical response of resonant elements, such as
waveguide resonators and plasmon resonators, is very sensitive to
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changes in the refractive index. Even modification in the second
decimal can shift the resonance peak out of the operational range
and alter the spectral intensity.
In case of thin films, in addition to the fabrication technique and
process parameters, the thickness of the film also affects the refrac-
tive index in many different ways. We have demonstrated in Paper
I how the complex refraction index changes between films of differ-
ent thickness and different deposition techniques. The techniques
that were used for the deposition of the films included atomic-
layer deposition (ALD) and electron-beam gun evaporation. The
deposited materials were aluminum and iridium. Iridium was de-
posited by both methods but aluminum was deposited only by
evaporation since the ALD of aluminum is extremely challenging.
The thickness of aluminum films ranged between 37–290 nm; for
iridium it was between 30–144 nm.
The samples were cleaned as described in Paper I to remove
contaminants that could affect the nucleation and further film
growth. The process parameters, including evaporation rate, vac-
uum chamber pressure, and temperature, were kept constant for
each material. The refractive indexes were determined by a variable
angle spectroscopic ellipsometer, VASE, provided by J. A. Woollam
Co. Refractive indexes were calculated using the initial estimate ap-
proach, described in section 4.4, and the combined Lorentz–Drude
model given by Eq. (2.8) and Eq. (2.9). In the case of aluminum, we
also added a 3-nm-thick oxide layer on top of the metal layer.
The aluminum oxide thickness used in the modeling has a sig-
nificant impact on the refractive indexes we obtain for the alu-
minum film in the modeling. The 3 nm thickness is not necessarily
the accurate value for the oxide layer. However, since the process
parameters in evaporation were chosen to be such that they would
minimize the surface roughness and the samples were measured at
the same age, within one day, we could assume that the thickness of
the oxide film was the same for all aluminum samples. As a result,
the refractive indexes represented in Fig. 5.1 (a) and (b) might scale
up or down but in similar manner for all samples, permitting the
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Figure 5.1: Real part (a) and imaginary part (b) of the refractive index for 37 nm, 70 nm,
163 nm, 206 nm, and 290 nm thick electron-beam-gun-evaporated aluminum films. The
literature values are for ultra-high-vacuum-evaporated film [21, 82].
thickness dependence to remain.
For iridium the analysis of thickness dependence is more
straightforward since no native oxide layer is formed on it at room
temperature. Figure 5.2 indicates that the real part of the refractive
index approaches the literature values, taken for a crystal rod of
iridium, when the thickness of the film increases. For ALD iridium
the change is not as significant as for the evaporated films. This
is not surprising if we consider the well-controlled microstructure
that ALD produces. The same applies to the imaginary part of the
refractive index, except for the fact that the imaginary part of evap-
orated films is closer to the literature values for thinner films, but
not the thicker.
Figure 5.2 shows that the imaginary and real part of the ALD
refractive index drops when the thickness increases. We have pro-
posed in Paper I that this could be due to an increase in the amount
of impurities and defects occurring in the ALD process when more
monolayers are deposited. It is a well-known fact that these kind of
defects make the refractive index more effective-like [84–86]. More-
over, when the impurities consist of air, both the real and imag-
inary part of the effective refractive index decreases compared to
the value of the pure metal. For evaporated iridium the thickness
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Figure 5.2: Real part (a) and imaginary part (b) of the refractive index for 44 nm, 90 nm,
and 144 nm thick atomic-layer deposited iridium compared to 30 nm, 110 nm, and 115 nm
thick evaporated iridium. The literature values are for a polycrystalline iridium rod [21,
83].
effect is mostly dominated by cracks on the surface that increase in
size for thicker films. The cracks were caused by the different ther-
mal expansion coefficients of iridium and silicon dioxide, which
was used as a substrate.
For evaporated aluminum the behavior of the imaginary part of
the refractive index is opposite to that of ALD films. The imagi-
nary part decreases for thinner films. Since the surface of the alu-
minum samples were smooth and homogenous, the cracks were not
an issue. Instead, the decrease could be explained by grain struc-
ture evolution. As stated in Chapter 4, the size of the evaporated
grain for aluminum tends to be the same as the thickness of the
film. Consequently, for the thinnest aluminum layers the grain size
could have a limiting effect on the electron mean free path, which
is about 15 nm at room temperature [23, 87]. If the mean free path
is reduced, the conductivity drops and, as does the imaginary part
of the refractive index. In addition, the proportion of impurities,
such as oxygen, might be smaller for thicker films. The oxygen
content in the vacuum chamber is consumed by the oxidation of
aluminum. Therefore, as the film gets thicker, the oxygen content
gets smaller and smaller. The increased proportion of air and other
impurities for thinner films would be consistent with the fact that
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the interband transitions of aluminum at 800 nm are not as strong
for thin films as they are for thicker ones. This is shown in Fig. 5.1
(b), where the curve is smoother at the interband transition region
for the thinner films.
Some inconsistencies between the behavior of the complex re-
fractive indexes also exist. For example, why does the film with
a thickness of 70 nm have a smaller extinction coefficient than the
37 nm thick film? A factor that might contribute to this is the fluc-
tuating evaporation rate that ranged between 1.8–2.2 A˚/s for alu-
minum. The evaporation rate affects grain growth and therefore the
optical properties as well. Another unexplained feature is the high
real refractive index of evaporated iridium films. We might also as-
sume that the real part would be smaller than that of the ALD film
due to the more effective-like optical properties, but obviously this
is not the case.
5.2 COLORS ON LASER-MARKED STAINLESS STEEL
Laser-marking is a relatively fast and cheap technique when a metal-
lic surface needs to have legible and durable colored markings. The
technique has been used industrially and to some extent in compa-
nies for marking and decorative purposes. We know that the phys-
ical origins of the color are in thin film interference and diffraction.
Thin film interference is caused by the oxide layer growning on
the metal surface during the laser marking and diffraction [88] may
originate from the periodic structures that were created by scanning
the surface line by line with the laser. The physical mechanism of
the oxidation has been studied quite extensively [89–94], but the
modeling of the optical effect has received only limited attention
and only one profound study, made by Zheng et al. [95], may be
found on the subject.
We have demonstrated in Paper II that colors seen by the naked
eye are effective in the sense that the reflected intensity spectrum is
a superposition of reflectances of chromium oxide films with sev-
eral thicknesses. This differs from the model suggested by Zheng
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et al., which states that the color is formed in horizontally homoge-
nous thin film with a uniform thickness and the refractive index
changing gradiently normal to the surface. We have chosen stain-
less steel grade AISI 304L as the metal due to its several commercial
applications.
The samples that were studied are shown in Fig. 5.3 (a) and are
indicated by the letters A, B, and C, representing blue, silver green
and purple colored samples, respectively. We used a pulsed YLP-
series ytterbium fiber laser with an average power of 18 W and a
wavelength of 1064 nm. Different colors were obtained by changing
the laser-marking parameters; this is more accurately described in
Paper II.
A microscopic image of the purple sample is represented in
Fig. 5.3 (b). It is evident that the surface actually consists of several
different colors. It has been reported that different oxides occur at
different temperatures [96]. In order to determine the thickness and
the materials that produced the colors in the microscopic image the
surface was imaged through a microscope with a spectral camera
allowing a reflectance measurement for 500× 500 nm2 sized surface
areas.
Stainless steel AISI 304L consists mainly of iron. In addition,
(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: Laser-marked stainless steel (a). The colors that were modeled are indicated
by the letters A, B, and C corresponding to blue, silver green and purple, respectively. (b)
represents the microscopic image of the purple sample.
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it contains 20 % chromium, 9 % nickel and less than 2 % car-
bon, magnanese, silicon, phosphorous, sulphur, and molybdenum.
Therefore each of the microscopic spectra, imaged with the spectral
camera, was modeled as a thin layer of chromium, iron, or nickel
oxide. We also tried to model the surface as a multilayered struc-
ture with several different oxides one on top of the other. However,
we concluded that all the colors were produced by a single layer
of chromium oxide with varying thicknesses. The overall effective
spectrum was calculated by summing all the microscopic spectra.
This sum spectrum was consistent with the experimental effective
spectrum measured with the ellipsometer.
The calculated thickness of chromium oxide ranged between 0–
500 nm. This result was supported by elementary analysis and
scanning electron microscope (SEM) cross-section images, as pre-
sented in Fig. 5.4, where the SEM image of the 466.7 nm thick
chromium oxide layer is shown. According to the elementary anal-
ysis, the amount of oxygen and chromium was lowest at that part
of the surface where the modeling resulted in a thin oxide layer and
vice versa. This is shown in Fig. 5.5 (a) and (b).
Using a similar modeling procedure, we obtained a quantitative
Figure 5.4: Cross-section image of laser-marked stainless steel. Chromium oxide layer is
between the green lines.
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Figure 5.5: Chromium oxide thickness map (a) and elementary analysis result (b) measured
along the arrow in (a). The green line represents oxygen counts, the red line iron, and the
black line chromium.
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connection between the laser beam energy on the surface, color,
and oxide thickness, as represented in Fig. 5.6 (a)–(c). The energy
values are calculated for 8 µm2 sized areas where the surface was
heated stationarily for 350 µs. The results show that colors are
produced with energy values of 0.5–13 µJ. However, the thickest
oxide layers do not correspond to the highest energy values. In
fact, in the region of highest energy the oxide layer thickness is
close to zero. We therefore conclude that in this region the ablation
threshold has been exceeded, and stainless steel is more evaporated
than oxidized.
In conclusion, we have suggested a model describing colors on
a laser-marked stainless steel surface. This has provided a physi-
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Figure 5.6: Laser beam energy distribution on the surface (a), chromium oxide thickness
map (b), and microscopic image (c) of stainless steel surface that was heated with a pulsed
ytterbium fiber laser without scanning.
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cal understanding of the laser-marking technique, which hopefully
will lead to better control of the colors that are formed during the
marking. Thus far, the colors have been produced by random ex-
perimentation on adjusting the laser parameters. In the future, it
would be appealing to be able to predict the correct process param-
eters for each color. This could be done most easily using a laser
beam with a flat-top intensity profile. In this case, the energy on the
surface would be equal across the beam and the cumulative heat
effects would be easier to consider in the calculations. The flat-top
profile would also provide a basis for applying the laser-marking
technique to RGB color pixeling, idea of which is to produce the
desired colors effectively as the sum of red, green, and blue spots.
5.3 SUMMARY
In this chapter we discussed the microscopic properties of metal-
lic thin films. We showed how different fabrication methods and
process parameters result in different microscopic structures that
also change with thickness. The resulting differences in refractive
index were consistent for some samples but for others the behav-
ior of the refractive index could not be explained. Nevertheless, it
became very clear that the refractive indexes of thin metallic films
in general differ from the literature values and we recommend that
they be measured each time the thickness or process is changed, to
guarantee successful optical design.
Thin oxide films on laser-marked stainless steel were consid-
ered from the macroscopic perspective by examining the optical
effects found on the colored surface. We demonstrated that the
colors were formed in chromium oxide films by thin film interfer-
ence and showed how the energy density, color, and oxide thick-
ness were connected to each other. Knowledge of the relationship
of energy and color will hopefully increase control over the laser-
marking process and its possible application to RGB color pixeling.
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6 Polarization shaping metal-
lic gratings
Since the introduction of the term plasmon in 1956 [97] surface plas-
mon optics has undergone a gradual transition from fundamental
studies to more application-emphasized research. In this chapter
we show some ways that plasmonics together with guided-mode
resonance may be utilized in designing polarization shaping de-
vices. We introduce wire grid polarizers and a beamsplitter that
differ from conventional designs by absorbing either a parallel or
perpendicular field component. Furthermore, we thoroughly ana-
lyze polarization rotation in a chiral grating exhibiting giant optical
activity simultaneously with enhanced transmission.
In the following results the incident electromagnetic field in the
calculations is assumed to be a stationary plane wave. All the cal-
culations have been made with the Fourier modal method.
6.1 EXTRAORDINARY WIRE GRID POLARIZERS
Wire grid polarizers are linear metallic gratings with a grating pe-
riod much smaller than the wavelength of light [98–100]. A schematic
of a linear polarizer was presented in Chapter 3 in Fig. 3.4 where
n1 and n2 denote now the refractive indexes of metal and dielectric,
respectively. In this thesis the dielectric is air and the substrate is
fused silica, SiO2.
Wire grid polarizers can be analyzed using the effective medium
theory described in Chapter 3. Since the effective refractive index
given by Eq. (3.45) is almost real when n2 is real and the fill factor
is less than 0.5, the polarizer exhibits properties similar to thin di-
electric film, and the light polarized perpendicularly to the metallic
grating lines is transmitted. For the parallel field, when n2 is metal,
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the imaginary part of the effective refractive index in Eq. (3.46)
is more significant. Therefore, for perpendicular polarization the
structure may be considered as a metallic thin film and the light
is reflected above the plasma wavelength. The same conclusion is
obtained by considering the structure from the electrons’ point of
view. Electrons are able to move as they would in a thin metal film
only along the wire, and this movement is induced only by parallel
polarization.
In the vicinity of the plasma and wave guide resonances the di-
vision into metallic and dielectric behavior changes. Suddenly, the
field is transmitted or absorbed and is no longer reflected. We have
called these polarizers extraordinary due to their optical properties,
which differ from conventional wire grid polarizers.
6.1.1 Inverse polarizer
At the plasma frequency the effective refractive indexes in Eq. (3.45)
and Eq. (3.46) may be approximated by expanding them into a Tay-
lor series and taking the first-order term. The refractive index is
then
neff‖ ≈
√
1− f (6.1)
for the parallel component and
neff⊥ ≈
nˆ1√
f
(6.2)
for the perpendicular component. However, for real metals the
damping term γ in Eq. (2.9) is never zero. Therefore, the bulk
plasma resonance condition ǫˆr = 0, corresponding to Eq. (2.11),
becomes ǫ′ = 0 and ǫ′′ ≪ 1.
In Paper III we analyzed the optical properties of a silver wire
grid grating in the vicinity of the bulk plasmon wavelength, which
is 328 nm for silver. We showed that according to Eq. (6.1) the polar-
izer may be considered as a dielectric thin film for the parallel field.
As a result, the parallel field is mostly transmitted. For perpendic-
ular polarization, according to Eq. (6.2), the behavior is dictated by
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the complex refractive index of silver and the field is mostly ab-
sorbed. The transmittance and absorbance for the perpendicular
and parallel field are shown in Fig. 6.1.
We also explained the behavior from non-effective point of view.
According to the constitutive relation Eq. (3.10), the field inside the
metal is much stronger than the field in the air when |ǫAg| ≪ |ǫair|.
Therefore, the field is localized into the metal and absorbed. Ac-
cording to the boundary condition given by Eq. (3.15) and due to
the subwavelength structure, the parallel field must be continuous
and nearly homogenous in the grating. Since the modulus of the
complex refractive index of metal is small at the plasma wavelength,
the transmission is solely defined by the proportion of air in the
modulated area of the grating. Because the proportion of air is
high, the parallel field is mostly transmitted.
There have been studies on the excitation of bulk plasmons and
the abnormal absorption related to it [24, 101–103]. The excitation
of bulk plasmons requires that the electric field has a component
normal to the surface. The normal component can also be generated
in gratings in normal incidence but in subwavelength gratings the
magnitude of the component is negligible. Therefore, although the
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Figure 6.1: Transmittance (a) and absorbance (b) of parallel (‖) and perpendicular (⊥)
polarizations when the incidence angle is normal to the grating. The grating period is 30
nm, the depth is 100 nm, and the width of the metal stripe is 5 nm. The substrate is fused
silica, SiO2.
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absorption in our case situates at bulk plasmon wavelength, it is
unlikely that bulk plasmons are excited.
Absorbing polarizers could be used as polarizing filters. How-
ever, the spectral position of a bulk plasmon wavelength is a conse-
quence of the material property and cannot be tailored by structure
optimization. This may of course be seen as beneficial since the
performance of the grating is not so sensitive to manufacturing de-
fects. Nevertheless, for an application such as the polarizing filter,
the absorption and contrast between the transmitted components,
which was only 1.9106, must be higher. In order to obtain better
performance the polarizer design must be based on another physi-
cal effects.
6.1.2 Highly absorbing polarizer
In Paper IV we designed and fabricated polarizing filters that reach
an absorption of nearly 100 % together with a contrast of 6600. Two
designs were made: design A absorbed the perpendicular polariza-
tion and transmitted the parallel. Design B absorbed the parallel
polarization and transmitted the perpendicular. The grating struc-
tures representing both designs is shown in Fig. 6.2. The struc-
tures were optimized for 532 nm, which is the wavelength of the
diode-pumped solid state (DPSS) laser and the frequency-doubled
Nd:YAG laser. A 15 nm-thick aluminum oxide layer on the side
walls and the top of the aluminum wires was taken into account in
the optimization. Transmittance, reflectance and absorbance for the
gratings are shown in Fig. 6.3 (a) and (b).
Bulk aluminum has an absorption of 8 % at the visible spectral
range. We concluded by analyzing the field intensity and energy
flow distributions given in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 that the high absorp-
tion originates from the guided-mode resonance. When light is
coupled to the wave guide mode, the interaction between the light
and metal increases, which enhances the natural absorbance of alu-
minum. The arrows in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 indicate the Poynting vec-
tors calculated with Eq. (3.9).
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Figure 6.2: Grating geometry. The optimized parameters for design A are d = 244 nm,
D1 = 125 nm, D2 = 86 nm, h1 = 84 nm, h2 = D2 = 86 nm, h3 = 49 nm, and
l = 223 nm. The parameters for design B are d = 312 nm, D1 = 40 nm, D2 = 140 nm,
h1 = 34 nm, h2 = 64 nm, h3 = 36 nm, and l = 102 nm. The metal is aluminum.
Waveguide modes propagate along the x-axis. When they in-
terfere with each other, a periodic pattern of high intensity regions,
so-called hot spots, is expected to occur in the x-direction. The hot
spots are indeed present in the titanium oxide layer between the
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Figure 6.3: Reflectance (black), transmittance (green), and absorbance (red) for the perpen-
dicular (solid line) and parallel components (dashed line). Light is incident at the normal
angle. (a) represents design A and (b) design B. For design B the contrast T⊥/T‖ = 6600
and the absorbance is 0.9967 % at 532 nm.
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Figure 6.4: Electric field intensity and Poynting vector distribution inside one grating
period for design A. (a) and (b) represent the x (absorbed) and y (transmitted) components,
respectively. Light is incident along the z-axis. In (a) the incident light is polarized
perpendicular to the grating lines. In (b) the incident field is polarized parallel to the
grating lines. The material on top of and on the sidewalls of aluminum is aluminum
dioxide. The scale is logarithmic.
aluminum wires and the silicon dioxide substrate as can be seen in
Fig. 6.4 (a) and Fig. 6.5 (b). In addition, if the grating parameters
are optimized for an oblique angle of incidence, the Poynting vector
arrows in Fig. 6.6 (a) show that the energy flows clearly along the
waveguide between the aluminum and titanium dioxide, which is
clear evidence of guided-mode resonance. This is not seen in the
normal angle of incidence because the energy flows in both direc-
tions along x-axis due to the symmetry of the structure.
We fabricated the structure corresponding to design A to demon-
strate the effect experimentally. Design A was chosen because it is
easier to fabricate since it has a much more reasonable aspect ratio.
The sample was fabricated by electron beam lithography and the
titanium oxide layer was grown by atomic layer deposition. Fig-
ure 6.6 (b) indicates that the theoretical calculations match the ex-
perimental transmittance measured with an ellipsometer. The small
differences are caused by the oxidation of aluminum and manufac-
turing defects such as rounding of the rectangular corners.
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Figure 6.5: Intensity and Poynting vector distribution of the electric field in the alu-
minum grating for design B. (a) and (b) represent the x (transmitted) and y (absorbed)
components, respectively. In (a) the incident light is polarized perpendicular to the grating
lines. In (b) the incident field is parallel to the grating lines.
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Figure 6.6: In (a) the electric field intensity and direction of energy flow is given for
design A in a 10 deg angle of incidence with slightly altered grating parameters. In (b)
experimental (black line) and theoretical (purple line) transmittance for the perpendicular
(solid line) and parallel (dashed line) components for design A are given.
6.2 HIGHLY ABSORBING BEAMSPLITTER
The same structure used for the polarizing filters in Fig. 6.2 may
also be employed as a polarizing beamsplitter. We proposed a
beamsplitter in Paper IV that absorbs the perpendicular field com-
ponent and splits the parallel component into reflected and trans-
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mitted fields. The design provides an alternative to traditional po-
larizing beamsplitters that split the incident beam into two beams
of different linear polarizations. The parameters are d = 419.3 nm,
D1 = D2 = h2 = 94 nm, h1 = 188.7 nm, h3 = 50.4 nm, and
l = 194.8 nm. The design was made for a HeNe-laser that emits
the wavelength of 632.8 nm. The metal was gold. The reflectance,
transmittance and absorbance are given in Fig. 6.7
Again, the absorbance is significantly higher than for bulk gold.
We concluded that not only guided-mode resonance but localized
surface plasmon resonance as well contributes to the enhancement
of absorption.
The periodic hot spot pattern in Fig. 6.8 indicates the coupling
of light in guided-mode resonance. Furthermore, the field is lo-
calized to the corners of the gold wires, where the energy flow
forms vortexes. In addition, the field penetrates into the metal from
the sidewalls of the wire. Such field distribution in metal wires is
related to the excitation of localized surface plasmons [104]. The
excitation of the plasmons would be consistent with the numerical
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Figure 6.7: Reflectance (black), transmittance (green), and absorbance (red) for perpen-
dicular (solid line) and parallel components (dashed line). Light is incident at the normal
angle.
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Figure 6.8: Electric field intensity and Poynting vector distribution of the absorbed x-
component in a gold grating. The incident light is polarized perpendicular to the grating
lines. The scale is logarithmic.
convergence shown in Fig. 6.9, which was found to be exception-
ally poor. As stated in Chapter 3, there are some problems with
the convergence of the Fourier modal method that could occur in
plasma resonances due to the contribution of evanescent fields.
The localized surface plasma resonance condition for an infinitely
long cylinder given by Eq. (2.25) shifts to longer wavelengths when
fields of the ensemble of cylinders are coupled or when the par-
ticle size is increased [29, 105–107]. The resonance condition in
Eq. (2.25) is fulfilled at 560 nm for a gold cylinder in titanium ox-
ide. When taking the redshift into account, the particle plasma
resonance could be excited at the wavelength of 632.8 nm, which
supports our conclusions.
6.3 CHIRAL POLARIZATION ROTATOR
A material that causes an incident linearly polarized electric field
to rotate is said to be optically active. In nature optical activity
is found in materials that have chiral molecules or an asymmet-
ric molecular arrangement. Optical activity is caused by circular
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Figure 6.9: Convergence for the perpendicular component in reflectance. The number of
the diffraction orders used in calculations is 2m+1.
birefringence, which means that the left- and right-handed circu-
lar polarizations have different refractive indexes. Since linear po-
larization may be expressed as the sum of left- and right-handed
polarizations, the different phase changes that the two circular po-
larizations experience in an optically active material is manifested
as a rotation of linearly polarized light. The greater the differ-
ence between the phase changes, the larger the polarization rota-
tion. Furthermore, linear polarization becomes elliptical polariza-
tion when the absorbance of the material is different for the two
circular polarizations. This phenomenon is called circular dichro-
ism. Examples of naturally optically active materials are crystalline
quartz and cinnabar, HgS, which have an optical rotatory power of
21.7 deg/mm and 32.5 deg/mm, respectively. [13]
Optical activity may also be produced artificially by nanostruc-
tured surfaces where chiral structural features correspond to the
molecules of the optically active natural materials. This effect has
been achieved by dielectric [108, 109] and metallic structures [110–
114] where the polarization rotation is enhanced by resonant anoma-
lies. In metals, the main enhancing resonance mechanism is surface
plasmon resonance. The enhancement is based on the different re-
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sponses of the two circular polarizations to the resonance anomaly.
The drawback of the enhancement is that the resonances dissipate
the electromagnetic energy, causing losses to the transmittance. On
the other hand, surface plasmons have also been related to extraor-
dinarily high transmission in perforated [115] and corrugated [116]
metal films. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider the simulta-
neous realization of both enhanced optical activity and enhanced
transmission in metallic chiral structures.
In Paper V we designed and fabricated a chiral golden hole
structure with an optical rotatory power of 5 × 104 deg/mm and
transmittance of 53.5 % at the wavelength of 1168 nm. The most
intuitive chiral structure is perhaps a helix that resembles the chiral
molecules of an optically active material. However, since a non-
planar helix structure is difficult to fabricate with electron beam
lithography, we chose another intuitive chiral structure, gamma-
dion, which is presented in Fig. 6.10. The gammadion structure is
also easy to model with the Fourier model method because only
rectangular shapes are present.
Figure 6.10: Gammadion grating structure. The grating period d=800 nm, depth h=80
nm, thickness of gammadion arm L=108 nm, and l=127 nm.
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The structure was fabricated with electron beam lithography
and the lift-off technique and was characterized experimentally by
measuring the ellipsometric parameters ψ and δ and transmittance
with a variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometer. The theoretical
and measured polarization rotation, ellipticity, and transmittance
are represented in Fig. 6.11. The polarization rotation θ was cal-
culated with Eq. (4.6) and ellipticity from θ using Kramers–Kronig
relations. Eq. (4.7) was not used due to its high sensitivity to values
of δ that contain some noise.
The origin of the dips and peaks in Fig. 6.11, indicated by the
letters A–J, were analyzed by investigating the dispersion relations
for the Rayleigh anomaly and surface plasmons. For the Rayleigh
anomaly the dispersion relation is given by Eq. (3.42). The disper-
sion relation for a surface plasmon on a periodic surface, also called
surface plasmon Bloch modes, is obtained by matching Eq. (2.12)
with Eq. (3.42). The contribution made by localized surface plas-
mons existing in the gammadion cavities was distinguished from
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Figure 6.11: Theoretical (dashed blue) and experimental (solid black) transmittance, polar-
ization rotation, and ellipticity.
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that of the surface plasmons propagating on the metal by analyzing
the field distributions of left- and right-handed circular polariza-
tions.
We concluded that almost all anomalies arise from surface plas-
mons propagating along the metal, which is evidently the most
important phenomenon for enhancing the polarization effect. An-
other important contributor is the Rayleigh anomaly, with a slightly
moderate impact due to the spectrally narrow resonance. Localized
surface plasmons, for one, provide a field coupling channel from
the gold–air to gold–substrate interface. The anomalies correspond-
ing to the spectral positions A–J are more precisely represented in
Paper V.
6.4 SUMMARY
Localized surface plasmons are known to relate to energy absorp-
tion in metallic structures. We have shown that by embedding metal
into the wave guide the absorption may be further increased by
guided-mode resonance. It is crucial that the absorption is as high
as possible from applications such as polarizing filters and and po-
larizing beamsplitters point of view. We have demonstrated that as
high as 100 % absorption and a contrast of 6600 may be achieved
solely by guided-mode resonance, which is remarkable considering
the metal thickness in the structure is only 140 nm.
We have discovered that localized surface plasmons also con-
tributed to the simultaneous enhancement of optical activity and
transmittance in chiral gold gratings. The most important physical
mechanism is the excitation of surface plasmon polaritons when the
second place is occupied by the Rayleigh anomaly. The combina-
tion of the resonances and the Rayleigh anomaly has permitted us
to optimize the structure so that the giant optical rotatory power of
5× 104 deg/mm together with a transmittance of 53 % have been
achieved.
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7 Conclusions
This thesis has provided a survey of some optical phenomenon in
metallic nano- and microstructures. We have studied metallic thin
films, oxide films on metal, and metallic subwavelength gratings
that shape the polarization through several physical effects.
First, we showed that the refractive index of metallic thin films
depends on the thickness and fabrication method. We concluded
that the main factors contributing to the refractive index were grain
size, impurities, surface deformation, oxidation, and free path lim-
itations. Overall, it became evident that instead of using literature
values, it is most advisable to measure the refractive indexes for
home-made thin film and use those values in designing optical el-
ements. Especially for metals that react easily with oxygen, such
as aluminum, the oxide inside and on the film has a significant
effect on the refractive indexes. It is probable that metallic nano-
and microstructures are even more prone to surface deformations
and oxidation due to several air–metal interfaces, and the refractive
indexes are drifted further away from the literature values repre-
senting thin films or bulk materials.
While the oxide layer formation on top of thin films is often un-
desirable in optical elements, it is the most important phenomenon
in the laser coloring of metal surfaces. We discovered that when
stainless steel surfaces were heated with a laser, a chemical reac-
tion between air and chromium was triggered, which resulted in
the growth of chromium oxide films on the stainless steel. The
colors were formed by thin film interference so that different ox-
ide thicknesses corresponded to different colors. We suggested
that the laser-marking technique could be easily applied to RGB
color pixeling if the beam intensity profile was modified to a flat-
top shape. However, the semi-gaussian intensity profile allowed us
to determine the relationships between energy density, color, and
chromium oxide film thickness, which hopefully will improve con-
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trol over the laser-marking technique.
The last chapter of this thesis concerning results was devoted
to investigating the optical phenomena that led to the filtering or
rotation of polarization in metallic gratings. We represented four
linear gratings with exceptionally high absorption due to the char-
acteristic material properties at the bulk plasmon wavelength, the
guided-mode resonance, and/or the particle plasma resonance. The
combined resonances of the wave guide and plasmons are interest-
ing phenomena by themselves, but the results also seemed promis-
ing for applications. We managed to design a polarizing filter that
absorbed nearly 100 % of the parallel component while the perpen-
dicular component was nearly 100 % transmitted with a contrast
of 6600. In addition, a polarizing beamsplitter absorbing the per-
pendicular component and splitting the parallel component into
reflected and transmitted beams was introduced. It is noteworthy
that the energy was dissipated into metallic structures only 40 nm
thick and 140 nm high. Furthermore, we should recognize the limi-
tations that absorption sets on the power of the laser. The use of the
designed filters for high-energy lasers is advisable only if we want
to evaporate the filter into air.
Instead of seeking the highest absorption, we tried to minimize
the absorbtion and other losses in the transmission spectra of chiral
polarization rotator. The goal was to optimize a structure with giant
optical activity together with enhanced transmission, and analyze
the physical effects behind the rotation and transmission spectral
peaks. We concluded that the surface plasmons propagating on the
metal surface made the most significant contribution to the peaks
and dips in the spectra. The Rayleigh anomaly and localized sur-
face plasmons also had an impact.
Overall, metallic nano- and microstructures possess great poten-
tial for several significant applications. One interesting possibility
for metallic nanostructures lies in metamaterials that are artificial
materials with optical properties different from anything in nature
or capable of producing optical effects much stronger than natural
materials. In the future, instead of today’s fabrication techniques for
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photonic structures, chemical methods, such as self-organization of
molecules, might be used as the first-choice fabrication method to
produce truly nano-sized structures leading to the creation of next-
generation materials.
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Abstract: We show that the optical properties of thin metallic films
depend on the thickness of the film as well as on the deposition technique.
Several thicknesses of electron-beam-gun-evaporated aluminium films were
measured and the refractive index and the extinction coefficient defined
using ellipsometry. In addition, the refractive indexes and the extinction
coefficients of atomic-layer-deposited iridium were compared with those of
evaporated iridium samples.
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1. Introduction
Recently, there has been an increasing interest in utilization of metallic nano- and microstruc-
tures. These kinds of structures exhibit unique properties and can be used in a wide range of
applications including devices such as chiral polarization rotators [1] and metallic mesh struc-
tures that are used as infrared filters [2]. Also resonance film stacks, where alternating layers
of metal and dielectric material cause enhanced transmission [3] are well known. In the field
of nonlinear optics, for example, L-shaped nanostructures offer novel means to show a second-
order nonlinear optical response [4].
In order to design such devices and calculate the optical responses, the optical properties
of the metallic structure should be known. In the literature [5, 6], accurate tabulated data exist
for metals that are processed under extremely carefully prepared conditions to have compact
structures and smooth surfaces. However, as is shown in this paper, the optical properties of
these metals differ substantially from those of more commonly processed ones.
Generally, metallic nanostructures are fabricated into metallic thin films using lithographical
processes. These thin films can be deposited by electroplating, sputtering, atomic layer deposi-
tion (ALD), and evaporation. Electroplating is an electrochemical process whereas sputtering
and evaporation are physical processes. ALD is based on surface reactions and this is why the
film growth during the process is self-limiting.
Thin films can be analyzed as a compound composed of air and metallic clusters, which
means that the optical properties can be considered as effective. Since the volume of air and
other inhomogeneities differs between different fabrication processes, it is inevitable that the
optical properties are also unequal. For example, ALD makes it possible to produce compact
structures, whereas evaporated films have more porous and non-uniform structure.
In this paper we compare the refractive indexes and extinction coefficients of evaporated
aluminium and iridium films and atomic-layer-deposited iridium films. We demonstrate that
the optical properties depend on the film deposition technique. We also show that the properties
depend on film thickness. In the following section, we present the fabrication and analysis
methods for the metal films. The experimental results for the refractive indexes and extinction
coefficients are given in Section 3 and the conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
2. Fabrication and analysis methods
The aluminum and iridium films were evaporated by an electron beam gun. The target for
aluminium was 99,999 % pure and for iridium 99,9 %. The evaporation rate for aluminium
was 1.8–2.2 A˚/s and for iridium 0.6–1.0 A˚/s. The pressure at the beginning of the deposition
processes was approximately 3× 10−6 torr but in the case of iridium it rose to 5× 10−5 torr
during the evaporation. The substrate temperatures was held between 300 and 345 K. The
substrates were mounted in a spherical holder and rotated to obtain uniform film thickness.
The vapor deposition was controlled by using a shutter mounted above the targets. The shutter
was opened when the targets were uniformly heated and the evaporation reached a constant
speed, and it was closed when the desired film thickness was obtained.
The substrates for the evaporated aluminium and iridium films were fused silica plates of
one inch diameter and 3 mm and 0.5 mm thick, respectively. The substrates were first cleaned
in an ultrasonic cleaning bath filled with isopropanol. The surface roughness of the fused silica
substrates was 11± 0.5 A˚, which was measured with the variable angle spectroscopic ellip-
someter (VASE) [7] and modelled by Bruggeman’s effective medium theory. For the atomic-
layer-deposited iridium, we used 1-mm-thick borosilicate substrates with a 5-nm-thick alu-
minium oxide adhesion layer. Borosilicate was chosen since it can withstand the heat required
in the ALD process. The borosilicate substrates were cleaned in an ultrasonic cleaner filled with
ethanol and water.
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Cross section and surface images were taken using a LEO 1550 field emission scanning elec-
tron microscope (SEM) [8]. Optical measurements were made with a VASE that used a rotating
analyzer design and thus made possible measurements over a broad wavelength range from
300 nm to 2000 nm at 10-nm intervals. The refractive indexes and extinction coefficients of
aluminium and iridium were calculated using the Wvase32 [9] ellipsometric analysis program.
This fitting software finds a minimum difference between the experimental data and calculated
values using the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm [10]. In the modelling, we assumed that each
sample consisted of a homogenous metal film on a substrate. In the case of aluminium, we also
included a 3-nm-thick alumina surface layer in the model.
With the VASE, we measured the ellipsometric parameters Ψ and ∆ at two different angles,
65 and 75 degrees. In the case of non-opaque films we also measured the transmittance at
normal incidence. The thicknesses of the non-opaque films were determined during the fitting
procedure using initial values obtained from the thickness monitor in the evaporation chamber
and also measured with a profilometer. In the case of opaque films, we did not have the same
thickness sensitivity in the fitting process. Hence, the thicknesses reported for the opaque films
were determined by the monitor in the evaporation chamber, the profilometer, and also by the
SEM values, since the SEM resolution was better for the thicker films.
3. Results
The refractive indexes of different layer thicknesses for ALD and electron-beam-gun-
evaporated iridium are compared to values presented in the literature [6] in Fig. 1(a). The
literature values were for large polycrystalline samples that were cut from a crystal rod of
iridium. The samples were mechanically polished to obtain specular surfaces, boiled in aqua
regia, and heated in a vacuum of 10−7 torr to produce clean, strain-free surfaces for the optical
measurements [11].
For both fabrication methods, the refractive indexes increase as the thickness decreases.
However, for the ALD films, the change with thickness is not as large as for the evaporated
ones, as one would expect since the ALD process produces tightly packed films with uniform
structure. The refractive indexes have higher values than the literature values excluding the
144-nm-thick ALD film at visible wavelengths.
The extinction coefficients of the same samples are shown in Fig. 1(b). Also, in this case,
the measured extinction coefficients of the ALD films are larger than the literature values for
the entire wavelength range. On the contrary, the measured values for the evaporated films are
smaller than those in the literature. However, they increase as the thickness decreases. The
ALD films behave in the same way. Again, the thickness does not have as much effect on the
extinction coefficients of the ALD films compared to the evaporated ones.
The behavior of the ALD films is caused by the nature of the ALD process. The tightly
packed structure of the ALD films results in high refractive indexes and extinction coefficients.
The thickness dependence, in turn, is a consequence of irregularities in the atomic structure
that increase with the number of deposited layers. The more layers there are, the more defects
exist, which lowers the refractive indexes and extinction coefficients. For evaporated iridium,
the thickness dependence is mainly caused by poor adhesion and different thermal expansion
coefficients of the fused silica substrate and iridium film. As the film thickness increases, the
sizes and numbers of cracks in the film surface becomes so large that it lowers the refractive
index and extinction coefficient of the film. In Fig. 2 the cracks in the surface of the 115-nm-
thick evaporated iridium film are shown.
The refractive indexes for several thicknesses of the electron-beam-gun-evaporated alu-
minium films are shown and compared to the literature values [6] in Fig. 3(a). The literature
values are for ultrahigh-vacuum-evaporated aluminium (more information was not available).
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Fig. 1. Refractive indexes (a) and extinction coefficients (b) of 44 nm, 90 nm, and 144 nm
thick atomic-layer-deposited iridium films compared to 30 nm, 110 nm, and 115 nm thick
evaporated iridium films and the literature values [6] as a function of wavelength.
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Fig. 2. Surface structure of the 115 nm thick evaporated iridium film. The cracks are due
to a poor adhesion and different thermal expansion coefficients between the substrate and
iridium.
As a whole, the values for the thicker films are closer to the ones in the literature. Neverthe-
less, in some cases the results are not consistent. For example, near a wavelength of 800 nm, the
values for the 37-nm-thick layer are closer to the literature values than those for the 70-nm-thick
layer. Corresponding results for the extinction coefficients can be found in Fig. 3(b).
The low extinction coefficient values of evaporated aluminium can be explained by consid-
ering the grain evolution of a thin film in the evaporation process. The large kinetic energy of
electron-beam-gun-evaporated atoms enables them to migrate on the substrate surface to form
different sizes of crystallites. Thus, the grain structure evolves during film growth, which of-
ten results in structure in which the grain size tends to be the same as and scale with the film
thickness [12]. In this way the grain size of thicker films tends to be larger than that of thin-
ner films. As long as the electronic mean free path length in the material is a small fraction of
the distance between grain boundaries, the presence of these boundaries cannot significantly
influence the conductivity. However, as the width or diameter of a grain approaches the mean
free path length, a considerable fraction of the conduction electrons strike and scatter at the
grain boundaries, reducing the conductivity and extinction coefficient [13]. This explains the
decrease of the extinction coefficient as the film becomes thinner, particularly in the infrared
region where optical absorption is dominated by the conduction electrons [14].
In Fig. 4(a) a top view of a 270-nm-thick electron-beam-gun-evaporated aluminium layer
is shown. Comparing the grain size to that of a 100-nm-thick aluminium layer in Fig. 4(b), a
significant difference can be seen. The average grain size of the 270-nm-thick layer seems to be
almost 100 nm in diameter, nearly twice as large as for the thinner layer. A similar difference
in the grain sizes can be seen in Figs. 5(a) and (b) where the cross-sectional views of 270 nm
and 100 nm thick electron-beam-gun-evaporated aluminium layers on fused silica substrates
are shown. In the cross-sectional figures, the grooves in the substrates were formed during the
cutting of the sample plates and the nanometer-size particles on the substrates are sputtered
gold that was used to increase the conductivity in SEM imaging.
The refractive index and extinction coefficient of evaporated aluminium also strongly depend
on the proportion of alumina inside the thin film structure. A reasonable assumption is that the
volume of alumina is higher for porous material, that is for thinner films, which results in
more effective-like optical properties that are difficult to predict. The amount of alumina can be
reduced with lower vacuum pressure and higher evaporation rate [15]. However, if we increase
the evaporation rate, the surface roughness increases if we are not able to improve the vacuum.
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Fig. 3. Refractive indexes (a) and extinction coefficients (b) of 37 nm, 70 nm, 163 nm,
206 nm, and 290 nm thick evaporated aluminium films compared to aluminium values
given in the literature [6] as a function of wavelength.
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This in turn leads to less reliable ellipsometric measurements.
(a) (b)
Fig. 4. Top view of 270 nm (a) and 100 nm (b) thick electron beam gun evaporated alu-
minium layer.
(a) (b)
Fig. 5. Cross-sectional view of 270 nm (a) and 100 nm (b) thick electron beam gun evapo-
rated aluminium layer on fused silica substrate.
Typical relative errors for measured Ψ and ∆ values are between 0.02–0.5 %. For transmit-
tance, the numerical uncertainty is defined by the Wvase32 software as approximately 0.5 %.
In Fig. 6(a) the 90 % confidence limits of the refractive indexes for the 30-nm-thick iridium
and 163-nm-thick aluminum films are shown. Furthermore, the 90 % confidence limits for the
extinction coefficients of the same samples are shown in Fig. 6(b). These figures represent the
typical uncertainties for all of our measured films. It can be seen that the confidence limits
are very close to the reported values. However, in the case of aluminum, the change in the
thickness of the aluminum oxide surface layer in the modelling process produces much greater
uncertainties than the 90 % confidence limits. We can approximate the change in n and k by
estimating that the difference that we obtain by changing the thickness of the aluminium oxide
layer in the modelling by 1 nm is roughly 1.25×10−4×λ [nm] for n and 3.5×10−4×λ [nm]
for k. Nevertheless, if we assume that the thickness of the oxide layer is constant for all of our
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Fig. 6. 90 % confidence limits of refractive indexes (a) and extinction coefficients (b) for
30-nm-thick electron-beam-gun-evaporated iridium and for 163-nm-thick electron-beam-
gun-evaporated aluminum films.
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aluminium films, since the measurements were made on freshly prepared samples of the same
age, the thickness dependence remains similar, even though the values for the refractive indexes
and extinction coefficients change.
4. Conclusions
In this paper we have shown how the refractive indexes and the extinction coefficients of alu-
minium and iridium films depend on the thicknesses of the films. We have also shown how those
properties depend on the deposition technique as well. It is probable that the same dependencies
also apply to other metallic thin films.
These results indicate that in order to predict the optical behavior of thin metallic films,
it is not necessarily advisable to use values published in the literature since they could have
been measured on different thickness films prepared using different techniques from the studied
materials. For example, if we calculate the transmittance of a 30-nm-thick evaporated iridium
layer at a wavelength of 633 nm using the literature values and the values measured in this paper,
the results differ by approximately 20 %. In the case of metallic nano- and microstructures, the
optical values of the metal doubtless differ even from the values of a thin film with the same
thickness.
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Abstract: The properties of silver and aluminium wire-grid polarizers are
examined in the volume plasmon frequency region where the transmittances
of field with polarizations parallel and perpendicular to the grid lines are
reversed with respect to their behavior outside the plasma region. Analysis
of the behavior is conducted with effective approximate refractive index
formulae and by simulations with rigorous Fourier modal method. The
parallel polarization behaves as in a homogenous thin metal film while
the perpendicular field is absorbed in the plasma region and transmitted
otherwise. We further explain the performance by viewing the distribution
of the field intensities inside the grating.
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1. Introduction
Wire-grid gratings are known to be able to transmit light that has an electric field perpendicular
to the metallic wires and to reflect light with an electric field parallel to the wires. Thus they are
mainly utilized as polarizers or polarizing beam splitters in applications such as projection dis-
plays. Wire-grid polarizers have been available for infrared region since 1960’s [1,2], however,
it was not until last few years that they were fabricated also for visible light [3,4] and started to
be commercialized.
The term plasmon was introduced in 1956 [5], although plasmons were known from the
beginning of the 20th century. Plasmons are collective electron oscillations that can be catego-
rized into two main groups; volume plasmons and surface plasmons. Surface plasmons, that is
the confined electron oscillations at metal/insulator surfaces, in connection with gratings have
been a subject in various papers, see for example Refs. [6–8]. Both theoretical and experimen-
tal research has been made and many applications, such as nanoconfined light sources [9] and
biological sensors [10] have been proposed based on them [11, 12].
In this paper, however, we investigate wire-grid gratings in the vicinity of the volume plas-
mon frequency, the fundamental frequency of a free oscillation of the electron sea in the metal.
For ideal metals, the volume plasma frequency can be defined from the Drude model by setting
the complex permittivity to zero. Therefore, the spectral position of the resonance is charac-
teristic to the bulk material properties and always independent on the surface parameters, in
contrast to the surface plasmons.
In the following, we introduce a switching wire-grid grating that works as a traditional polar-
izer at off-resonance wavelengths but as an inversed polarizer at the volume plasma wavelength.
A similar inverse behavior has also been reported earlier for the Wood’s anomaly [13] when the
grating period is slightly smaller than the wavelength of light [14]. The first theoretical analysis
of the plasmon-type Wood’s anomaly in metallic gratings was given by Fano [15]. There are
also some works about nanowires where increase of the extinction for perpendicular polariza-
tion has been obtained by particle plasmons, the localized surface plasmons [16, 17].
In the next section we specify the conditions for volume plasma resonance and provide effec-
tive medium theory to describe the grating. In Section 3 we introduce wire-grid polarizers with
the inverse behavior at the plasma wavelength and analyze the behavior with the field intensities
and the effective medium theory. Finally we end our work with the conclusions.
2. Theory
There are two conditions for the volume plasmon resonance of real metals. Firstly, the real part
of the permittivity has to be zero
ε1 = 0 (1)
and secondly, the imaginary part has to be much smaller than unity [18, 19]
ε2  1. (2)
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Fig. 1. Real part (solid line) and imaginary part (dashed line) of the complex permittivity
for silver. The values are calculated from the refractive indexes given in [20].
Normally this would not happen at all or it would happen only in the extreme ultraviolet region
for metals such as lithium and aluminium, whereas for silver the conditions are satisfied in near
UV at 330 nm as we can see in Fig. 1. This longer wavelength is more convenient because the
period has to be much smaller than the operating wavelength for wire-grid polarizers, which
sets certain boundaries for the possible fabrication process.
Let us now define the perpendicular field/polarization to indicate light with electric field per-
pendicular to the grating lines, and the parallel field/polarization to indicate light with electric
field parallel to the lines. The behavior of subwavelength grating is a consequence of mate-
rial properties as well as structure parameters. The grating can be considered as a birefringent
homogenous thin film with different approximate effective refractive indexes for the perpendic-
ular and parallel polarizations. The relationship between complex permittivity ε and complex
refractive index n for non-magnetic medium is given by
n =
√
ε. (3)
We can derive the approximate effective refractive indexes from the theory of periodic
waveguides by retaining only the zeroth order terms in the eigenvalue equations for the per-
pendicular and parallel fields [21]. This procedure gives the following equations:
neff⊥ = [ f n−21 +(1− f )n−22 ]−1/2, (4)
for the perpendicular polarization and
neff‖ = [ f n21 +(1− f )n22]1/2, (5)
for the parallel polarization. Refractive indexes of the modulated grating area are denoted by
n1 and n2, and f stands for the fill factor of medium with n1. In this paper we are considering
gratings for which n1 is metal and n2 is air. The grating geometry is given in Fig. 2.
Equations (4) and (5) hold sufficiently well in the quasi-static limit d/λ → 0. Here d is the
period of the grating and λ is the wavelength of light. In other situation the effective refrac-
tive indexes have to be calculated rigorously. For that purpose we have used Fourier modal
method (FMM) for which the effective refractive index is obtained by dividing the zeroth order
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Fig. 2. Grating geometry.
propagation constant, γ0, by the wave number in vacuum, k,
nˆe f f = γ0/k, (6)
where k = 2π/λ .
3. Results and analysis
Transmittance and absorbance at the plasma region for silver grating are illustrated in Figs. 3(a)
and (b), respectively. The results have been calculated using FMM that is based on Refs. [22,
23], for a grating with the period 30 nm, the depth 100 nm, and the line width 5 nm. The
substrate material is silica and the angle of incidence is normal to the grating surface. Solid
line indicates the electric field parallel to the grating lines and the dashed line represents the
perpendicular field.
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Fig. 3. Transmittance (a) and absorbance (b) of parallel (‖) and perpendicular (⊥) polar-
izations for a silver wire-grid grating on silica substrate with period 30 nm, depth 100 nm,
and line width 5 nm.
The transmittance spectra are typical for a wire-grid polarizer below and above the plas-
mon region. The perpendicular field is transmitted and the parallel field is absorbed below and
mostly reflected above the plasma wavelength. But as we reach the plasmon region the situa-
tion changes rapidly to the opposite. The grating becomes an inverse polarizer letting mainly
the parallel field pass through the grating.
If we want to understand the underlying physics of this unusual behavior, we should examine
the field intensities inside the grating. The intensities of the perpendicular and parallel fields at
the wavelength 630 nm and at the plasma wavelength 330 nm are illustrated in Figs. 4(a)–(d).
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Fig. 4. Intensities in the cross-sectional view of the grating. (a) and (b) show the perpen-
dicular field for the wavelengths 630 nm and 330 nm, respectively. (c) and (d) are for the
parallel field for the same wavelengths 630 nm and 330 nm, respectively.
Let us first consider the parallel field. From Fig. 3(b) we notice that most part of the field is
absorbed below the plasma wavelength. This is because the field penetrates into the metal. And
why part of the field does not slip trough the air grooves to the other side of the grating, is that
the parallel field has to be continuous in the lateral direction according to the boundary condi-
tions. Moreover, because of the subwavelength structure, the parallel field is almost constant in
lateral direction as seen in Fig 4(c). Thus, the field in the air grooves behaves the same as in the
metal wires, it attenuates along the propagation.
At the plasma region, the metal is more like dielectric with a small extinction coefficient.
Therefore, the parallel field penetrates again into the metal. However, now the absorption of
silver is small and the area of the metal wires is small compared to the air gaps between them.
Thus, the small absorption of silver does not effect on the field and the field is transmitted, as
seen in Fig. 4(d). In other words, in this case the transmission is solely defined by the proportion
of the transparent area, air.
Above the plasma region silver is a good conductor. Therefore the parallel field cannot pen-
etrate into the metal and is reflected, as seen in Fig. 4(c). Overall, it can be concluded that the
parallel field acts the same as it would in the case of thin silver film.
The situation at the plasma wavelength can be also approached from the viewpoint of the
effective refractive index and to consider the grating as an effectively homogenous thin film.
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For ideal metals at the plasma wavelength it holds that ℜ{n}= ℑ{n} ∼ 0. Thus, we can expand
Eq. (5) in Taylor series and take only the first term into account, which gives us an approxima-
tion for the effective refractive index
neff‖ ≈
√
1− f . (7)
It can be seen from Eq. (7) that the grating indeed acts as dielectric with refractive index de-
fined by the fill factor at the plasma wavelength. The corresponding values for silver at this
wavelength are ℜ{n} = ℑ{n} ≈ 0.48. Therefore we would have to take more terms from the
Taylor expansion which would lead to an appearance of a small imaginary part for the effective
refractive index. This is consistent with the fact that in the case of silver, a small part of the field
is absorbed.
The behavior of the perpendicular field can be explained by the boundary conditions accord-
ing to which the normal component of the electric displacement density D has to be continuous
across a boundary. Thus, in the modulated grating region it applies that
Dair = DAg ⇔ εairEair = εAgEAg, (8)
where E is the electric field. For off-resonance wavelengths it holds that |εAg| 
 |εair|. Then the
intensity of the field in air must be much higher than in the metal
|EAg|2  |Eair|2. (9)
This means that the field is squeezed mostly in air and since air does not posses any extinction
the field is transmitted, as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4(a).
At the plasma wavelength we have the opposite situation: |εAg|  |εair|. From this it follows
that
|EAg|2 
 |Eair|2. (10)
Thus, the field is highly confined in the metal and gets damped, due to the absorption of silver,
when the depth of the wires is more than the skin depth. However, there still remains a small
part of the perpendicular field that travels in the air grooves, as seen in Fig. 4(b). That part is
transmitted and therefore the transmittance is not completely zero.
Again, we can expand the effective refractive index of the perpendicular field given by Eq. (4)
in Taylor series. Assuming the ideal case at the plasma wavelength ℜ{n}= ℑ{n} ∼ 0, the first
term approximation gives us
neff⊥ ≈
nˆ1√ f . (11)
Thus, the behavior of the grating is determined by the nature of silver, which is absorptive in
the plasma region. Also now this approach is in good correlation with the results given above.
Many metals, such as gold, have too high imaginary part of the permittivity when ε1 = 0.
This would mean a considerable absorption for the both polarizations and no similar inverse
behavior would occur.
The effective refractive indexes calculated with Eqs. (4) and (5) are presented in Fig. 5.
The imaginary part is responsible for the extinction of the electric field and the real part the
reduction of the speed of light. It is seen that the imaginary part stays low for the perpendicular
field, but in the plasmon region it becomes significant and exceeds the corresponding value of
the parallel field. In contrast, the extinction of the parallel field is high everywhere else but in
the plasma region. These results correlate well with the transmittance values. A change occurs
also in the real part of the refractive indexes, especially for the perpendicular field that has a
dip at the plasma resonance. In conclusion, at off-resonance the effective medium behaves like
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Fig. 5. Effective refractive indexes as a function of wavelength for a silver grating with the
same grating parameters as in Fig. 3. Black lines indicate the parallel field and red lines the
perpendicular. Solid lines represents the real parts and dashed lines the imaginary parts.
dielectric and at the resonance like absorptive metal for the perpendicular polarization. For the
parallel field the medium is almost like dielectric at the plasma wavelength, absorptive metal
below it, and good conductor above it.
Unfortunately, inverse silver polarizer even with plasma resonance near the visible spectrum
is not likely to be fabricated with the period of 30 nm and the line width 5 nm. More reasonable
feature size could be 50 nm that can be achieved with electron beam lithography. Therefore,
we calculated transmittances for silver grating with more practical parameters. The results are
shown in Fig. 6(a). The period of the grating is 100 nm, line width 50 nm and height 100 nm.
The approximate formulae Eqs. (4) and (5) are no longer valid because the period is close to
the wavelength. We have therefore used Eq. (6) to determine the effective refractive indexes in
Fig. 6(b).
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Fig. 6. Transmittances (a) and effective refractive indexes (b) for a silver grating with period
100 nm, fill factor 0.5 and height 100 nm.
The interaction of light with the grating is now more complicated than in the previous case
because of the structure dimensions so large that it can not be analyzed as in the quasi-static
limit. It is seen that the parallel field behaves characteristically the same as before but the
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perpendicular field has now higher extinction coefficient and lower transmittance below the
resonance wavelength. Furthermore, the transmittance peak and the extinction minimum for
the parallel field have remained their position but for the perpendicular field the transmission
minimum is now shifted to 339 nm.
The performance of the silver wire-grid grating could be further optimized so that the trans-
mittance contrast of the two polarizations at the plasma wavelength goes over hundred. In such
a case, the transmittance would be near zero for the parallel field at off-resonance and for the
perpendicular field at the resonance. Then the contrast would also be high at off-resonance.
The drawback is that below the resonance the transmittance of the perpendicular field would
drop down to near 10 %. Herein, it must be reminded that the bulk resonance induced inverse
behavior is a consequence of the material property and therefore its position cannot be changed
by structure optimization. This is of course a limiting factor, but on the other hand, because of
the structure independence, the performance of the grating is not so sensitive to manufactural
defects.
As mentioned earlier in Section 2, aluminium has a plasma wavelength in extreme UV, more
precisely at 82 nm. Again, the quasi-static approximation does not apply and the performance of
the grating as a polarizer falls short of perfection. Regardless, the performance can be enhanced
by replacing the substrate layer with air and thus preventing the propagation of other orders
than zeroth in the substrate. This is seen from the grating equation that defines the maximum
wavelength that generates higher diffraction orders as λmax = nsd, where ns is the refractive
index of the substrate and d the grating period.
Transmittances and effective refractive indexes around the plasma wavelength for a self-
supporting aluminium wire-grid polarizer are given in Fig. 7(a) and (b), respectively. For this
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Fig. 7. Transmittances (a) and effective refractive indexes (b) for a self-supporting alu-
minium grating with period 40 nm, fill factor 0.5 and height 100 nm.
grating the period is 40 nm, line width 20 nm, and height 100 nm. The grating does not act
as a polarizer in the domain where the wavelength is smaller than the grating period because
many higher orders are propagating. But as we get closer to the plasma wavelength, we obtain
the switched transmittances and switched imaginary parts of effective refractive indexes given
by Eq. (6). In the wavelength range of 80–105 nm the transmission for the perpendicular field
drops to zero while the transmission of the parallel field is around 80 %. This is exactly the
opposite to the behavior at wavelengths above 250 nm. Therefore, the aluminium wire-grid can
be regarded as a 2D photonic crystal with inversed band gap structures. Above the wavelength
200 nm the performance is characteristic of a wire-grid polarizer with a contrast of 10 000 and
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higher.
4. Conclusions
We have introduced a switching wire-grid polarizer for which the transmittances of the polar-
ization parallel and perpendicular to the grating lines are reversed at the volume plasma wave-
length. The polarizer transmits the perpendicular field in the off-resonance region and absorbs
it near the resonance, while the parallel field acts as in a thin metal film. The inverse behavior
has been investigated and explained with the analysis of the boundary conditions, field intensity
distribution, and the effective refractive indexes, that correlated well with each other.
It was shown that the change from normal polarizer into inverse one was most evident when
the grating period was much smaller than the plasma resonance wavelength. Although this
would set challenges for the present-day fabrication methods due to the tiny dimensions, it does
not prevent its potential application as a functional device when new nanofabrication techniques
become available.
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Abstract: We introduce resonant absorbers that consist of linear metal
wires embedded inside of a titanium dioxide grating. We show that in these
structures the guided-mode resonance may lead to the almost total absorp-
tion of one polarization component and greatly enhance the absorption in
localized surface plasma resonance. In addition, we show that the structures
have potential to function as filters or polarizing beamsplitters. Absorption
of 99.67 % has been obtained together with the contrast of 6600 at the
wavelength of 532 nm. This corresponds the extinction of 8.8597. The
results have been verified experimentally by fabricating an absorbing filter
with electron beam lithography and atomic layer deposition technique. The
absorption is remarkably high considering the thickness of the structures
which is only 219–333 nm.
© 2010 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction
Localized surface plasmons (LSP), also called as particle plasmons, are coherent oscillations of
electrons. They are excited in metallic subwavelength nanostructures and are non-propagating,
in contrast to the surface plasmon polaritons. [1, 2] At the LSP resonance wavelength a part of
an incident light is scattered and absorbed by the metallic nanostructure [3,4]. The polarization
selectivity of LSP depends on the geometry and the orientation of the particle. From the appli-
cations, such as polarizing filters point of view, the full absorption would be an ideal situation.
Since localized surface plasmon resonance is not capable of producing total absorption into our
knowledge, an additional physical mechanism has to be introduced.
Guided-mode resonance is a phenomenon that occurs in waveguide gratings when light cou-
ples into waveguide modes that propagate parallel to the grating surface [5]. These modes are
also called leaky modes since the light that couples to them is coupled out as well. The guided-
mode resonance is known to lead to full reflection [6–8] but as will be demonstrated in this
work, it may also lead to almost full absorption and greatly enhance the absorption of LSP
resonance.
High extinction (= absorption + scattering) originating from the combined guided-mode and
the LSP resonance is not a totally new idea [9]. Also, suppressed extinction based on the double
resonance has been reported earlier [10]. However, these studies have concentrated only on the
extinction so that the absorption is non-optimized. In this paper we present grating structures
that are suitable for high absorption and we discuss the possibility of exploiting the gratings in
applications such as polarizing beam splitters and polarizing filters. We also demonstrate that
only guided-mode resonance is able to produce almost total absorption and in contrast to the
double resonance, the absorption is possible to be optimized for the polarization component
that is either parallel or perpendicular to the grating lines.
2. Structure parameters and materials
There are several types of structures that could absorb one polarization component by reso-
nant phenomenon. The first requirement for the structure is that it has metal as an absorptive
material. Secondly, the structure has to be subwavelength in order to support only the zeroth
propagating diffraction order. In addition, to support guided-wave modes, a dielectric waveg-
uide in connection with metallic structure is required. The simplest structures fulfilling these
requirements are one-dimensional wire grid gratings and two-dimensional pilar gratings. In this
work we consider linear 1D grating, illustrated in Fig. 1, because it is the easiest structure to
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fabricate. The substrate is fused silica SiO2 and the dielectric part of the grating is titanium
dioxide TiO2. The metal wires are either gold or aluminum depending on the design.
Fig. 1. Absorbing grating geometry. Metal inside TiO2 is either gold or aluminum. The
period of the grating is d, the line width is l, the width and the height of the metal wire
are D1, and D2, respectively, the height of the bottom TiO2 layer is h1, the height of the
TiO2 line is h2, and the distance between metal wire from the top of the grating is h3. The
parallel (‖) polarization indicates light with the electric field in the direction of the y-axis.
The perpendicular (⊥) polarization indicates light with the electric field in the direction of
the x-axis.
The objective in the design was to obtain LSP resonance at the same wavelength with guided-
mode resonance because it is assumable that combined resonances would lead to highest ab-
sorption. The resonance condition for LSP was approximated from [11]
ℜ{εmetal}
εdielectric
=−1, (1)
which represents the LSP resonance condition for infinitely long cylinder. The parameter
ℜ{εmetal} indicates the real part of the permittivity of the cylinder and εdielectric the permit-
tivity of the surrounding medium. The spectral position of the resonance, however, shifts to-
wards the longer wavelengths with increasing particle size [12]. This red-shift occurs also if
there are several cylinders close to each other which enables the coupling between the localized
modes [13–15].
Three structures for two different wavelengths were optimized. The first structure was opti-
mized for HeNe laser operating at the wavelength of 632.8 nm. The other two structures were
designed for the wavelength of 532 nm that corresponds to the wavelength of diode-pumped
solid state (DPSS) laser and frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser.
In the case of the structure that was designed for 632.8 nm, we chose gold as a material for the
metal wires because the condition in Eq. (1) is fulfilled at 560 nm which is expected to redshift
due to the coupling of the modes. For the other two structures designed for the wavelength
532 nm, we obtained highest absorption for aluminum as a metal.
The optimization was performed by searching the grating parameters that resulted in highest
absorbtion for the parallel or the perpendicular component. The parameters obtained in the
optimization of the gold grating are d = 419.3 nm, D1 = D2 = 94 nm, h1 = 188.7 nm, h2 =
94 nm, h3 = 50.4 nm, and l = 194.8 nm. The two designs containing aluminum are denoted by
A and B. The optimized grating parameters for the design A are d = 244 nm, D1 = 125 nm,
D2 = 86 nm, h1 = 84 nm, h2 = D2 = 86 nm, h3 = 49 nm, and l = 223 nm. The corresponding
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parameters for the design B are d = 312 nm, D1 = 40 nm, D2 = 140 nm, h1 = 34 nm, h2 =
64 nm, h3 = 36 nm, and l = 102 nm. Because a native oxide is formed on aluminum surface
when exposed to air, a 15 nm-thick oxide layer on the top of and on the sidewalls of aluminum
wire was taken into account in the optimization. The calculations were carried out with Fourier-
modal method for 1D grating [16]. The fabrication of the design A is described next before
going into Section 4 in which the spectral behavior of the designs are presented.
3. Fabrication of aluminum polarizing filter
The aluminum grating corresponding to the design A was chosen to be fabricated due to its
reasonable contrast ratio. The underlaying TiO2 layer was grown on a 0.09 inches thick fused
silica substrate using atomic layer deposition (ALD). Then the substrate was coated with an
aluminum layer in high vacuum deposition using electron beam gun. During the same deposi-
tion cycle, a thin (about 30 nm) SiO2 layer was deposited on aluminum. The SiO2 layer is used
as a hard mask for aluminum etching. This has been shown to improve the etched aluminum
profile during the aluminum etching [17]. Next, the substrate was coated with an electron beam
resist ZEP-7000 and the electron beam exposure was performed with Vistec EBPG 5000+ ES
HR. The exposure was followed by the development of the resist layer and reactive ion etching
(RIE) of the SiO2 layer using CHF3/Ar plasma. The aluminum layer was then etched in BCl3/Cl
based RIE-process using the patterned SiO2 layer as a hard mask. The remaining resist and the
SiO2 layers were removed in oxygen and CHF3/Ar plasma, respectively. Finally, the aluminum
grating was coated with a TiO2 layer applying ALD. The scanning electron microscope image
from the cross section of the grating is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. Cross section of the absorbing polarization filter corresponding to the design A. The
sample was fabricated with electron beam lithography. The metal wires are aluminum and
the surrounding material is atomic layer deposited titanium dioxide. The image is taken
with scanning electron microscope.
The ALD technique was used in the deposition of the wave guide material because it pro-
duces well controlled layer thickness. The precise control of the thickness is important because
resonance phenomena are highly dependent on the dimensions of the structure. ALD also pro-
duces denser material with higher refractive index than is achieved by, for example, evaporation
or sputtering techniques [18]. The higher the refraction index is, the more there exist waveg-
uide modes. Thus, the possibility for light coupling into the waveguide modes increases which
allows greater freedom for the design. Moreover, Eq. (1) indicates that for lower refraction in-
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dexes the excitation wavelength of localized surface plasmons would shift towards the shorter
wavelengths, and thus out of the operation range of the lasers.
4. Spectral behavior near resonances
The absorbance, reflectance, and transmittance spectra for the gold grating are shown in Fig. 3.
It can be seen that the absorbance reaches 95 % at the wavelength of 632.8 nm for the per-
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Fig. 3. Absorbance (A), reflectance (R) and transmittance (T) for TiO2 grating with gold
wires inside. The absorption peak is located at the wavelength of 632.8 nm. The solid lines
indicate the electric field polarized perpendicular to the grating lines and the dashed lines
indicate the parallel polarization.
pendicularly polarized light. The parallel polarization is mostly reflected (approximately 42 %)
and transmitted (approximately 48 %). The absorption is indeed much higher than reported ear-
lier for localized surface plasmons. Since the absorption of bulk gold near the wavelength of
632.8 nm is 4 %, it is remarkable that only 330 nm thick structure is able to produce such high
absorption.
Although it is probable that the absorption mechanism is based on combined guided-mode
resonance and LSP resonance, we may analyze the phenomenon in more detail from electric
field intensity distributions. The electric field intensity distributions and Poynting vectors in-
side the gold grating are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) for the absorbed and split polarizations,
respectively. The direction of the Poynting vector represents the direction of the energy flow
and the length of the vector represents the strength of the electric field.
When waveguide modes interfere with each other, a periodic pattern of high intensity regions,
so-called hotspots, are expected to occur in the x-direction. The hotspots are an indication of
a standing wave that is generated when waveguide modes propagate both in the +x- and −x-
directions along the waveguide. The hot spots can indeed be seen in Fig. 4(a) in the TiO2 layer
between gold and the fused silica substrate indicating that the guided-mode resonance really
takes place in the structure.
On the other hand, the intensity of the electric field reaches the highest values at the corners
and on the sidewalls of the gold wires where the intensity is several times higher than in the sur-
rounding medium. This kind of electric field distribution is related to the excitation of localized
surface plasmons [19]. As a reference, the field distribution of the non-absorbed component in
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Fig. 4. Intensity distribution and Poynting vectors of the electric field inside the absorbing
gold grating. (a) represents the absorbed x-component and (b) the partly reflected and partly
transmitted y-component. The scale is logarithmic.
Fig. 4(b) shows none of the resonant features. The Poynting vectors in Fig. 4(b) show that a
part of the light is transmitted and the other part reflected.
Because the light in the gold grating couples into the waveguide modes of the TiO2 grating,
the interaction of light and metal is greater than for naked metal wires. Furthermore, because the
metal is surrounded by the waveguide material, light can penetrate into the metal from all sides
which leads to high absorption. The period of the structure is sufficiently small compared to the
wavelength of light so that only the zeroth order mode is transmitted and reflected. Therefore,
the energy is indeed absorbed and not coupled to other diffraction orders.
The theoretical absorbance, reflectance, and transmittance for the aluminum grating designs
A and B are shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). The absorbance for the perpendicular polarization for
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Fig. 5. Reflectance (R), transmittance (T), and absorbance (A) for the perpendicular (solid
line) and the parallel component (dashed line) in the case of aluminum gratings. Light is
incident at normal angle. (a) represents the design A and the design B. For the design B the
contrast T⊥/T‖ = 6600 and the absorbance is 99.67 % at the wavelength of 532 nm.
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the design A at the wavelength of 532 nm reaches about 85.1 % but now 87.4 % of the parallel
polarization is transmitted instead of split into two.
For the design B almost total absorption (99.69 %) is reached together with the contrast
of T⊥/T‖ = 6600 that corresponds to extinction of − lnT‖ = 8.8597. Peculiarly, in this case
the parallel electric field component is absorbed instead of the perpendicular component. LSP
resonance is excited only by the light with the electric field component normal to the surface.
Therefore, the LSP resonance has to be excluded as an absorption mechanism which leads to
the conclusion that only guided-mode resonance contributes to the absorption.
Again, we analyzed the field intensity distribution and the Poynting vectors shown in
Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) for the absorbed components of the designs A and B, respectively. The peri-
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Fig. 6. Electric field intensities and the Poynting vector distributions for the absorbed com-
ponents inside one grating period for the designs A (a) and B (b). Light is incident along
the z-axis. In (a) the incident light is polarized perpendicularly to the grating lines. In (b)
the incident field is polarized parallel to the grating lines. The material on the top of and on
the sidewalls of aluminum is aluminum dioxide. The scale is logarithmic.
odic hotspot pattern indicates again the guided-mode resonance in both of the figures. However,
the field around the aluminum wires is different from the gold wires. The field is not as strongly
localized as in the case of the gold wires. This is of consistent with our conclusion that no LSP
resonance is excited in the structure.
The contribution of the guided-mode resonance is most easiest seen if the angle of incidence
is oblique because light may propagate either −x- or +x-direction instead of forming a standing
wave, as it does at the normal incidence angle. Figure 7 shows that the energy clearly flows
along the waveguide between aluminum and titanium dioxide, when the angle of incidence is
10 deg for the design A. Of course, the grating parameters are slightly altered to obtain the
same resonance condition as in the normal incidence case.
The theoretical calculations for the aluminum and gold structures have been conducted by
using 771 diffraction orders. However, in the case of the gold grating, even this amount of orders
at the resonance wavelength is not enough. The numerical convergence of the absorbance for
the perpendicular polarization component in the gold structure at wavelength of 632.8 nm is
given in Fig. 8. Even though the convergence is poor, it may be estimated from Fig. 8 that the
right value for the absorbance is between 94–98 %.
The slow numerical convergence might be explained by the contribution of evanescent fields
caused by LSP resonance. The convergence for the aluminum gratings was good. The different
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Fig. 7. Electric field intensity and the direction of the energy flow is given for the design
A in 10 deg angle of incidence with slightly altered grating parameters. The Poynting vec-
tor arrows show clearly that the light is coupled to guided-mode resonance and therefore
absorbed.
convergence properties of the structures support the suggestion that for the gold structure the
absorption enhancement is contributed by LSPs and for the aluminum gratings only guided-
mode resonance is responsible for the absorption. Furthermore, the resonance condition given
by Eq. (1) is fulfilled approximately at wavelength of 220 nm for aluminum cylinders. This is
several hundreds of nanometers away from the spectral position of the absorption peak.
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Fig. 8. Convergence of the gold grating for the perpendicular component in absorbance
at the resonance wavelength 632.8 nm. The number of the diffraction orders used in the
calculations is 2m+1. The poor convergence indicates the excitation of localized surface
plasmons.
The resonance phenomenon was verified experimentally by measuring the transmittance of
the fabricated aluminum structure for the design A. The measurements were made with variable
angle spectroscopic ellipsometer. The theoretical results have been compared to the measured
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results in Fig. 9. It may be seen that the theoretical transmittance matches reasonably well with
the experimental transmittance. The small differences in the intensity and in the position of the
resonance originate probably from porous microstructure of aluminum that might change the
refractive index significantly [20]. Also manufactural defects, such as rounding of the rectan-
gular corners, have influence to the performance of the grating.
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Fig. 9. Experimental (black line) and theoretical (purple line) transmittance for the perpen-
dicular (solid line) and the parallel (dashed line) component for the design A.
Despite the fact that the fabrication did not result in perfect structures, guided-mode reso-
nance solely or combined guided-mode resonance and LSP resonance seem to have potential
to be utilized in application purposes. The gold grating behaves as a polarizing beamsplitter by
dividing the non-absorbed polarization component into the reflected and transmitted parts. This
property could provide an alternative to common beamsplitters that usually divide the beam
into two different polarizations.
The aluminum gratings designs A and B work as polarizing filters by transmitting only one
polarization component and by absorbing the other component. However, it must be noted that
even though the design A could be fabricated, the design B, which has better performance from
the applications point of view, is still challenging for fabrication. Anyway, all the absorbing
resonant grating designs show potential for applications where low intensity light sources are
used. High intensities would lead into the damaging of the absorbing elements.
5. Conclusions
In this work, guided-mode resonance has been demonstrated to lead to almost total absorbtion
of either the parallel or the perpendicular field component for linear metal structure embedded
in a dielectric waveguide. It was also shown that the guided-mode resonance may significantly
enhance the absorbtion of localized surface plasmons.
Three types of absorbing resonance gratings operating at the wavelengths of 632.8 nm or
532 nm were designed. The gold grating resulted in high absorption of the perpendicular po-
larization component and in division of the parallel component into reflected and transmitted
parts. The two aluminum gratings absorbed the parallel or the perpendicular component and
transmitted the non-absorbed component.
The behavior of the gold grating was explained by the combination of guided-mode reso-
nance and localized surface plasmons. In case of the aluminum gratings it was concluded that
#136219 - $15.00 USD Received 7 Oct 2010; revised 10 Nov 2010; accepted 12 Nov 2010; published 10 Dec 2010
(C) 2010 OSA 20 December 2010 / Vol. 18, No. 26 / OPTICS EXPRESS 27278
the only effect leading to the absorption was guided-mode resonance. The reasoning was based
on analyzing the field intensity distributions, the direction of the energy flow, and the numerical
convergence.
Almost total absorption in structures that have metallic film of thickness of only about
100 nm is theoretically interesting phenomenon by itself. In addition, the structures also showed
potential to be used as filters and beamsplitters for low-intensity application purposes. Espe-
cially the gratings where the absorption mechanism was based solely on guided-mode reso-
nance show flexibility of use due to the possibility to choose whether the parallel or the perpen-
dicular polarization is filtered out.
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We propose a simple two-dimensional metallic periodic chiral structure PCS consisting of a dielectric
substrate and a thin gold film perforated with gammadion-shaped chiral hole array, in which the transmittance
and artificial optical activity can be simultaneously enhanced. The principle and optical performance of the
PCS are demonstrated through the experimental realization of a PCS sample, from numerical design, fabrica-
tion, to optical characterization. Good agreement between theory and experiment has been obtained. The PCS
sample shows an enhanced transmittance of 53% at wavelength 1168 nm, accompanied nearby by a polariza-
tion rotation peak with the effective specific rotatory power up to 105 deg /mm. The enhancement mechanism
of the dual effect is thoroughly studied by investigating the optical anomalies i.e., Rayleigh anomalies, surface
plasmon polaritons, and localized surface plasmons in the PCS and their roles in the light-matter interaction.
Several light-anomaly coupling regimes have been revealed. The single-layer metallic PCS is relatively easy to
realize in optical frequencies by using mature microfabrication techniques such as electron-beam lithography
and lift-off technique. The physical insight into the enhancement mechanism provides guidelines to develop
more complicated PCS, such as multilayer PCS with metal and dielectric inclusions, which can produce
stronger optical activity and better optical performance.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.81.115424 PACS numbers: 78.20.Ek, 73.20.Mf, 42.79.Dj, 42.25.Ja
I. INTRODUCTION
The artificially induced optical activity and circular di-
chroism in two-dimensional 2D Refs. 1–7 and three-
dimensional 3D Refs. 8–13 periodic chiral structures
PCS have been intensively studied in recent years. Such
structures usually are composed of common optical materials
such as metals and dielectrics without optical activity;
however, due to their chiral structural features that resemble
the molecular or crystalline chirality in natural chiral media
such as sucrose solution and quartz, respectively, optical
activity can also be produced in PCS and may be further
enhanced by various electromagnetic resonances. For ex-
ample, giant polarization rotatory power several orders
larger than that in natural chiral media Refs. 1, 8, and 9
and tens-of-degree polarization rotation6 have been observed
in the zero-order transmission in some previously investi-
gated PCS.
The PCS differ from traditional periodic polarizing ele-
ments such as wire grid polarizers14,15 and film stacks16 in
the sense that the polarization conversion in PCS is realized
via circular form birefringence/dichroism where left-
circularly polarized LCP and right-circularly polarized
RCP waves are eigenpolarizations of the structures;17 in
contrast, traditional grating polarizers14–16 achieve the polar-
izing effect via linear form birefringence where two mutu-
ally orthogonal linearly polarized waves are eigenpolariza-
tions. Owing to this new principle, the PCS have two distinct
characteristics/advantages over traditional polarizing ele-
ments. First, unlike some linear grating polarizers that should
work under oblique or conical illumination mountings,18,19
the PCS can produce large polarization conversion under
normal incidence.17 Second, due to circular birefringence,
the polarization conversion output in the PCS does not de-
pend on the initial polarization direction of incident light,
i.e., there is no need to align the incident polarization orien-
tation in application. These characteristics are obviously
more convenient and favorable from an application point of
view. In addition, the PCS have some other peculiar polariz-
ing properties, such as the reciprocity of the polarizing effect
and no polarization conversion in reflection.17 All of these
features make PCS promising candidates to be developed as
novel-type compact polarizing elements that can be used in,
e.g., integrated electro-optic systems.
The light-matter interaction in PCS, from an effective-
medium point of view, can be described by the classical con-
stitutive equation of chiral media20
D = E + ik E , 1
where  is the unperturbed achiral permittivity tensor of the
effective medium, k is the wave vector, and  is known as
the gyratory coefficient. Therefore, to achieve large optical
activity in PCS, an intuitive idea is to increase the gyratory
coefficient  as much as possible by properly designing the
PCS with high chirality. Extending 2D PCS to 3D or
quasi-3D designs8–13 is one such attempt. However, 3D PCS
usually impose many challenges and difficulties to the fabri-
cation process due to the increased structural complexity.
This is why most 3D PCS realized so far work in
microwave8,13 and far infrared domain.12 To reach visible
and near-infrared domain, the period of PCS should be small
enough compared with the corresponding operation wave-
length. Therefore, it is always preferred if large optical ac-
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tivity can be achieved in simple 2D PCS, which can be
manufactured relatively easily with mature microfabrication
techniques such as electron-beam lithography.
In 2D PCS, although the maximization of chirality factor
 is limited, the optical activity can nevertheless be enhanced
by various optical resonances in subwavelength PCS whose
period d is comparable with or smaller than the wavelength
. It has been revealed that surface-plasmon resonance
SPR in metallic PCS Refs. 1–5 as well as the guided-
mode resonance and Fabry-Pérot resonance in dielectric PCS
Ref. 7 can contribute to the enhancement of optical activity.
However, the large transmission loss in previous PCS is a
major defect that dims their application prospect. Metallic
PCS suffer from serious absorption at resonance due to the
dissipation of energy in surface-plasmon polaritons SPPs
Refs. 1, 4, 8, and 13 while dielectric PCS often get sup-
pressed transmission at guided-mode resonance.6,7 Therefore,
it has been a vital issue and main objective in the develop-
ment of PCS to produce simultaneously large optical activity
and high transmittance.
The extraordinary transmission effect in perforated21 or
corrugated22 metallic films has been well known for several
years. Although there is still debate on the physical mecha-
nism of enhancement,23–26 it is commonly admitted that sur-
face plasmons, including SPP Bloch waves on a periodic
metal surface and localized surface plasmons LSPs excited
in metallic particles or voids, play a crucial role in mediating
the light transmission.26 According to our previous study,7,17
a key factor of producing large optical activity in PCS is to
provide a channel for the incident light to be efficiently
coupled to some surface or guided modes in the PCS, so that
the LCP and RCP components may experience different cou-
pling strength and phase change. Since both the extraordi-
nary transmission and artificial optical activity may be re-
lated to surface plasmons, it is natural to consider
synchronous realization of the two effects.
In this work, we propose a metallic PCS composed of a
fused silica substrate covered by a gold film perforated with
gammadion-shaped chiral hole array, as shown in Fig. 1. As
an inductive structure, it is complementary compared with
most previous 2D and quasi-3D metallic PCS
structures1–5,8,9,13 that usually take the form of arrays of iso-
lated chiral metal particles. Such particle type, or capacitive,
PCS are not necessarily efficient geometries to excite and
sustain propagating SPP modes for lack of connected metal
surface. Although the LSPs on particles can be excited, they
are less efficient than the propagating modes to accumulate
phase difference between the LCP and RCP components dur-
ing their propagation and, on the other hand, increase the
dissipation of electromagnetic energy. Therefore, with the
hole-type PCS, we expect to achieve the enhanced dual ef-
fect via the efficiently excited SPPs.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present
the experimental realization of a hole-type PCS with simul-
taneously enhanced transmission and optical activity, from
numerical design and fabrication to optical characterization.
Then, in Sec. III, the enhancement mechanism of the dual
effect is thoroughly studied by investigating the optical
anomalies in the PCS as well as their interaction with the
incident light. Several light-anomaly coupling regimes are
revealed. In Sec. IV, the measures for optimizing the en-
hanced dual effect are discussed and the simulation results of
an optimized case is demonstrated. Section V summarizes
the work.
II. EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATION OF A PCS
WITH DUAL EFFECT
A. Numerical design
The optical response of the PCS is rigorously simulated
with the Fourier modal method FMM for crossed gratings
with fourfold rotational C4 symmetry,27 which is based on
rigorous electromagnetic theory of gratings and is an optimi-
zation of the standard FMM Ref. 28 by using a group-
theoretic approach.29 The method first Fourier factorizes both
the electromagnetic field and the periodic permittivity func-
tion of the grating media such that the Maxwell’s equations
are transformed into the discretized Fourier space; then by
solving an eigenvalue problem in the grating layer and
matching the boundary conditions at interfaces between dif-
ferent spatial regions, the fields inside and outside the modu-
lated region can be readily solved. The reformulated FMM is
specially developed for modeling C4 symmetric crossed grat-
ings with faster computation speed and better convergence,
and is therefore most suitable for the study of our PCS.
A linearly polarized plane wave is assumed to illuminate
the PCS at normal incidence with its polarization direction
arbitrarily mounted. After the interaction with the PCS, the
directly transmitted light i.e., the zeroth diffraction order of
the grating usually becomes elliptically polarized. The po-
larization change is described by a polarization rotation
angle  the angle between the major semiaxis of the polar-
ization ellipse and the incident polarization direction, as
shown in Fig. 1 and an ellipticity angle  which is defined
by tan  as the minor-to-major-axis ratio of the polarization
ellipse.30
We choose gold as the metal film material for the efficient
excitation of SPPs in optical frequencies. The gold refractive
index used in simulation was measured by ellipsometry on a
100-nm-thick homemade gold film, as the refractive index of
Polarization
of incident light
Polarization ellipse
of transmitted light
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SiO substrate
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FIG. 1. Color online Geometry of the PCS with a gold film
perforated with gammadion-shaped hole array on a fused silica
substrate.
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a thin metal film can be considerably different from that of
bulk metal.31 It is crucial for the generation of optical activ-
ity in 2D PCS that the cover and substrate materials are
different.17 Taking into account the feasibility of fabrication,
we design the PCS with period d=800 nm and the gamma-
dion dimensions L= l=120 nm. Then the only structural pa-
rameter to be optimized is the film thickness h.
Figure 2 shows the simulated transmittance and polariza-
tion rotation angle  of the directly transmitted light with
respect to the wavelength  and film thickness h. It is seen
that there are two main branches of polarization rotation
maxima one around wavelength 850 nm and the other
around 1150 nm corresponding to the vicinities of two trans-
mittance maxima that should be attributed to the excitation
of SPPs on the upper air-gold and lower gold-silica inter-
faces the physical mechanism will be analyzed in detail in
Sec. III. Furthermore, one can see that when the film thick-
ness is beyond a certain limit say, h80 nm, tens-of-
degree polarization rotation accompanied by an enhanced
transmission over 50% may be realized in the PCS. This is a
practical guideline to the fabrication.
B. Sample fabrication
We have fabricated our first samples by using electron-
beam lithography and lift-off technique. First, a 1 fused
silica wafer was spin coated with PMMA resist, which was
then patterned with a Vistec EBPG5000+ES HR electron-
beam patterning tool. After exposure, the resist was devel-
oped in methyl iso-butyl ketone:isopropanol 1:2 solution and
rinsed in isopropanol. Then, after an adhesion layer of 3-nm-
thick chromium was sputtered on the sample, an 80-nm-thick
gold layer was deposited by thermal evaporation. Finally, the
remaining resist as well as the metal on top of it was re-
moved in acetone.
Due to the limitation of the lift-off technique, the maxi-
mum gold film thickness that we can achieve is around 80
nm. Figure 3 shows the scanning electron microscope SEM
image of a fabricated PCS sample with left-twisted gamma-
dion pattern, whose parameters are d=800 nm, h=80 nm,
L=108 nm, and l=127 nm.
C. Optical characterization
The optical properties of the PCS sample were character-
ized by ellipsometry. We employed a variable angle spectro-
scopic ellipsometer VASE produced by J. A. Woollam Co. to
measure the transmittance and polarization state of the trans-
mitted light under normal incidence in the wavelength range
300–1500 nm.
In the polarization measurement, the ellipsometer outputs
 and 	 that are defined by
tp
ts
= tan  expi	 , 2
where tp and ts are the complex transmission coefficients of
two mutually orthogonal linearly polarized components.
Note that the orientation of the s-p coordinate system can be
arbitrary with respect to the Oxy system with the x and y
axes along the two periodic directions due to the circular
birefringence in the PCS, which simplifies the alignment of
the sample. The above measurement actually corresponds to
the case that a linearly polarized light is incident with its
polarization direction parallel to the main diagonal of the s-p
coordinate system. Therefore, the polarization rotation angle
 with the clockwise rotation defined as the positive sense
of the transmitted light can be derived from30
tan245 ° −  = tan 2 cos 	 . 3
After the full dispersion spectrum of  is obtained, the spec-
trum of the ellipticity angle  can be easily calculated nu-
merically by Kramers-Kronig transformation.32,33
Figure 4 shows the obtained measurement results of the
transmittance and polarization spectra of the PCS sample,
compared with the theoretical counterparts calculated with
the practical structural parameters. We can see very good
agreement between them. The small discrepancies are prob-
ably due to structure imperfections, surface roughness, and
the uncertainty of the measured structural dimensions. Note
that the abrupt change around =1050 nm in the measured
transmittance curve is caused by the change in detectors in
the ellipsometer; it is not a physical effect.
In the spectra there are two main transmission peaks
around wavelengths 824 and 1168 nm, which are related to
the excitation of SPPs on the air-gold and gold-silica inter-
faces, respectively the detailed analysis is given in Sec. III.
In the vicinity of each resonance, the polarization conversion
effect including the polarization rotation and elliptization is
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FIG. 2. Color online Numerically calculated transmittance and
polarization rotation angle  of the directly transmitted light in the
PCS with respect to wavelength  and film thickness h.
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FIG. 3. Top-view SEM image of a fabricated PCS sample.
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enhanced likewise. Especially, around 1168 nm, a large po-
larization rotation about 8° in theory and 4° in measure-
ment is observed nearby the transmittance peak of 53%,
which is an unambiguous manifestation of the expected si-
multaneously enhanced dual effect. The corresponding effec-
tive specific rotatory power i.e., the polarization rotation
angle per unit thickness of the chiral film reaches
105 deg /mm, which is one or two orders larger than that of
previously reported particle-type 2D metallic PCS working
in the visible and near-infrared spectral range1,9 and is sev-
eral orders larger than that of natural chiral media such as
quartz, cinnabar, and liquid crystals, whose specific rotatory
power is 20 deg/mm, 600 deg/mm, and 103 deg /mm,
respectively34. However, around wavelengths 847–866 nm
the enhanced polarization rotation whose peak value is
about 8° in both theory and experiment is shifted away from
the spectral position of the transmission peak and corre-
sponds to a transmittance minimum. This means that the en-
hanced polarization effect may be accompanied by either an
enhanced or suppressed transmission. Therefore, the under-
lying physical mechanism must be thoroughly studied to re-
veal how to achieve and improve the simultaneously en-
hanced dual effect.
III. ENHANCEMENT MECHANISM
A. Circular birefringence in the PCS
To investigate the light-matter interaction in the PCS, we
should first ascertain the eigenpolarizations of the proposed
PCS under normal incidence. This can be done by using,
e.g., Jones matrix calculus.30 For directly transmitted light,
the Jones vector describing its polarization state can be rep-
resented by the multiplication of a 22 Jones matrix rep-
resenting the polarizing component and the Jones vector of
the incident light,
Exout
Ey
out = T11 T12T21 T22Ex
in
Ey
in . 4
The number of independent elements of the Jones matrix is
solely determined by the symmetry of the system including
both the structure and the incident mounting. For the PCS
with C4 symmetry under normal incidence, symmetry con-
siderations show that T11=T22 and T12=−T21. Therefore, the
eigenvalues of the Jones matrix can be solved as T11
 iT12
and the corresponding eigenvectors are 1,
 i, which rep-
resent the RCP and LCP waves. This means that the RCP and
LCP waves go through the PCS with only the change in their
phases and amplitudes scaled by the eigenvalues while the
polarization states are maintained. Therefore, circular bire-
fringence indeed takes place in the PCS.
If we define the complex transmission coefficients of the
RCP + and LCP − waves as t
=a
 expi
, then the
polarization rotation angle  and the ellipticity angle  can
be derived as
 =
1
2
+ − −, tan  =
a+ − a−
a+ + a−
. 5
Henceforth, to study the generation and enhancement of the
optical activity, it suffices to explore how the LCP and RCP
waves are coupled to and interact with the optical modes in
the PCS, during which the field amplitudes are changed and
the phase difference is accumulated.
Since the numerical modeling reflects reality rather well,
as seen from Fig. 4, we will perform the succedent investi-
gation mainly by numerical simulation. Figure 5 shows the
calculated spectra of the PCS sample under the illumination
of a linearly polarized light as well as its LCP and RCP
components. It is clearly seen from Figs. 5b and 5c that
the circular birefringence relations given by Eq. 5 are well
satisfied. In Fig. 5, we mark by vertical arrows and letters
A–J several wavelengths of interest, where abnormal
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FIG. 5. Color online Calculated transmittance and polarization
spectra of the PCS sample for the linearly polarized illuminating
light as well as its LCP and RCP components. a Transmittance. b
Polarization rotation angle  and the phases 
 of t
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tan  and the amplitudes a
 of t
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arrows in b and c indicate whether left or right scales should be
considered.
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changes anomalies are observed in both or either of the
transmittance and polarization spectra. We proceed to ana-
lyze in detail the physical mechanisms behind these anoma-
lies.
B. Optical anomalies in the metallic PCS
Optical anomalies in diffraction gratings, also known as
Wood’s anomalies, refer to rapid variations in the intensity
spectra of various diffraction orders in certain narrow spec-
tral bands. According to the classification by Hessel and
Oliner,35 there are two types of anomalies: Rayleigh anoma-
lies RAs, which often appear as abrupt turning points in
spectra due to the onset or disappearance of particular dif-
fraction orders, and resonance anomalies, which are
smoother spectral variations and arise due to the excitation of
certain surface or guided waves. The SPR in the metallic
PCS is a resonance anomaly due to the excitation of SPP
waves. Furthermore, according to Loewen and Popov,36 there
are the third-type anomalies, called nonresonance anomalies,
which refer to the other nonresonant effects such as Littrow
mounting zeros and Bragg anomalies. The LSPs in the gam-
madion holes of the metallic PCS can contribute to such
anomalies because the LSPs can be excited in a wide spectral
range without resonance which will be shown later.
The metallic hole-type PCS can maintain all the above-
mentioned three types of anomalies. Since the anomalies sig-
nificantly affect the diffraction pattern, energy transportation,
and field distribution in the PCS, we must distinguish these
anomalies so as to identify different light coupling channels
and regimes. Often anomalies of different types overlap with
each other, making them difficult to distinguish, especially
from the normal-incidence spectra where there are degenera-
cies of modes. Therefore, we should calculate the angle-
resolved transmission spectra to lift up the mode degeneracy.
In the following calculation, the incident direction of light is
varied only in the Oxz plane with an incident angle  the
angle between the incident wave vector kin and the z axis.
The condition for the occurrence of RA corresponding to
the cutoff of the p ,qth diffraction order is
kin + pKxˆ + qKyˆ = nk0, 6
where kin is the projection of the incident wave vector on the
Oxy plane, K=2 /d, xˆ and yˆ are unit vectors in the two
periodic directions, k0=2 / is the wave number in vacuum,
and n is the refractive index of the cover or substrate me-
dium. For the case of incidence in the Oxz plane, Eq. 6 is
specified as
 sin 

+
p
d
2
+
q2
d2
=
n2
2
. 7
Similarly, by replacing the right-hand side of Eq. 6 with the
modulus of the SPP wave vector on a smooth metal surface,
we can obtain the approximate dispersion relation of the
p ,qth-order SPP Bloch wave excited on the periodic metal
surface as
 sin 

+
p
d
2
+
q2
d2
=
1
2
md
m + d
, 8
where m and d are the permittivities of the metal and the
adjacent dielectric. Note that, while Eq. 7 is accurate and is
independent on the metal, Eq. 8 is an approximate relation
determined by both the metallic and dielectric properties.
Thus Eq. 8 is valid only for slightly modulated metal sur-
faces and ignores the coupling of SPPs on the upper and
lower interfaces of the thin metal film. Nevertheless, we can
still use it as a reference to help identify the SPP modes.
Figure 6 shows the calculated transmittance spectra of the
PCS sample with respect to the change in illumination wave-
length  and incident angle . Two polarization cases are
investigated: the TM case with the magnetic field vector of
the incident wave perpendicular to the incident plane i.e.,
the plane containing the incident wave vector and the grating
normal and the TE case with the electric field vector per-
pendicular to the incident plane. To help distinguish the
anomalies, we also plot in Fig. 6a the dispersion curves of
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FIG. 6. Color online Calculated transmittance of the PCS
sample with respect to the change of illumination wavelength  and
incident angle  for the a TM and b TE incident cases. The
dashed and solid lines in a are the dispersion curves of RAs and
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RAs dashed lines and SPPs solid lines of various orders,
which are calculated analytically with Eqs. 7 and 8, re-
spectively. We can see clearly the signatures of all RAs in
both the TM and TE cases, where the numerical and analyti-
cal RA traces are exactly superposed with each other. The
SPP dispersion curves, though approximate, show qualita-
tively the spectral positions of the SPRs, which are always
redshifted a bit with respect to the corresponding RAs.
The traces of SPP modes are not visible for all orders in
the transmittance spectra. This is reasonable because only
some low-order SPP Bloch modes can be efficiently excited
on a metal grating surface,26 which sometimes even lead to
suppressed transmission.23,25 In Fig. 6, at non-normal inci-
dence, only one enhanced transmission peak is evident
around wavelengths 1100–1170 nm in the TM case, which is
related to the excitation of the 0,
1sub SPP modes; at
normal incidence, however, the SPP modes of same orders
propagating in different directions degenerate, leading to
stronger SPP excitation on both the upper and substrate in-
terfaces around wavelengths 824 nm and 1168 nm, respec-
tively. To exactly identify the SPPs especially, to distinguish
the cavity LSPs in the gammadion holes and the SPPs on the
grating surface, both of which may contribute to the en-
hanced transmission, the far-field transmittance spectra are
not sufficient. Thus the characteristic near-field distribution
and energy flow must be inspected.
We have calculated the distribution of the electric field
components E	Ex
2+Ey
21/2 and Ez as well as the energy
flow on both the upper air-gold and substrate gold-silica
interfaces of the PCS sample at normal incidence. The planes
of calculation were selected 20 nm above the respective in-
terfaces in the dielectric side, so that the near-field features
of SPPs can be best presented. The energy flow is obtained
by calculating the time-averaged Poynting vector 
S
=
1
2ReEH
. Except for the RAs, we calculated at each
wavelength of the interesting points indicated in Fig. 5a for
RCP and LCP illuminations so as to intuitively observe the
different light-anomaly interactions and to distinguish be-
tween the LSPs and SPPs.
As an example, Fig. 7 shows the near-field plots of the
PCS under RCP and LCP illuminations at =1168 nm cor-
responding to point J in Fig. 5a. We can see unambiguously
the following features. At the air-gold interface, the field is
mostly localized in the gammadion holes with the E com-
ponent dominant and the energy flowing longitudinally into
the holes, showing the characteristics of cavity LSPs.
Whereas, at the gold-silica interface, the field is primarily
localized on the open continuous metal surface with the Ez
component much stronger than the in-plane component E;
meanwhile, the 
S vector has a dominant in-plane compo-
nent, meaning that the energy flows along the metal surface
in the xy plane. All of these reveal the presence of SPPs on
the substrate interface. The energy flow forms vortices on the
metal surface, as a result of the interference of the SPPsub

1,0
and SPPsub
0,
1 modes. Therefore, we can conclude that at 
=1168 nm there is a hybrid of SPPs and LSPs while the
SPPs are dominant. This is consistent with the estimated SPP
excitation wavelength =1178 nm predicted according to
Eq. 8 and the dispersion curve in Fig. 6.
Furthermore, by comparing the fields of RCP and LCP
cases in Fig. 7, we can see that they have similar field fea-
tures field localization, energy flow, etc., meaning that the
dominant anomalies are the same. However, due to the dif-
ferent interactions of the RCP and LCP waves with the chiral
structure, the anomalies affect the coupling of RCP and LCP
waves differently, manifested in the energy flow and cou-
pling strength. For example, under the RCP and LCP illumi-
nations, the directions of energy flow vortices on the sub-
strate interfaces are opposite and the enhancement factors of
the Ez field amplitude are 6.80 and 7.45, respectively. These
lead to the accumulated phase difference circular birefrin-
gence and/or amplitude difference circular dichroism of
the RCP and LCP waves, as observed in Figs. 5b and 5c.
Similarly, we can ascertain all the dominant anomalies at
points A–J indicated in Fig. 5. Since at each wavelength the
basic near-field features of the RCP and LCP cases are simi-
lar except for the energy flow direction and field coupling
strengths, we show in Figs. 8–11 only the near-field distribu-
tions for the RCP incidence case at several typical wave-
length points B 802 nm, C 824 nm, E 858 nm, and G
941 nm. At point B Fig. 8, the SPP excitation on the
air-gold surface is evident, corresponding to the SPPup

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FIG. 7. Color online Distribution of the amplitudes of E and
Ez color plot, in the unit of the incident field amplitude and the
energy flow arrows with the arrow length proportional to the mag-
nitude of the time-averaged Poynting vector on the air-gold and
gold-silica interfaces under the normal incidence of a RCP and b
LCP waves at =1168 nm.
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and SPPup
0,
1 modes. At point C Fig. 9, the cavity LSPs in
gammadion holes are dominant, although the SPPs on the
gold-silica interface are still present and couple with the
LSPs. At point E Fig. 10, the SPPsub

1,
1 modes are excited,
whose interference pattern and energy flow are intrinsically
different from those of the 
1,0 and 0,
1 order SPPs
as shown in Fig. 7. At point G Fig. 11, we can see that at
both the air-gold and gold-silica interfaces the cavity LSPs
are dominant, although the impact of SPPs does not totally
disappear. In this way, we can characterize the dominant
anomalies at all the indicated points, with the results summa-
rized in Table I.
C. Light-anomaly coupling regimes
According to the far-field and near-field features summa-
rized in Table I, we can uncover the light coupling charac-
teristics in the PCS. First, all the RAs, SPPs, and LSPs can
serve as efficient coupling channels for the RCP and LCP
waves. The light coupling with SPPs and LSPs is intuitive
because SPPs and LSPs are localized surface waves or
modes on the metal-dielectric interface which can exchange
energy with the incident electromagnetic field. The RAs,
though not any surface or guided modes, control the opening
or closing of the diffraction channels of certain propagating
orders, which lead to abrupt redistribution of electromagnetic
energy in all other diffraction orders; thereby, the coupling
performance of the incident light can still be significantly
affected.
Second, the SPPs may lead to enhanced at point J as
well as suppressed at points B and E transmission. How-
ever, they always contribute to the polarization effect posi-
tively. For example, at point B, the circular birefringence
and thereby the polarization rotation angle  is maximized;
at point E, the circular dichroism and thereby the ellipticity
 is maximized. At point J, although  is locally minimized,
it induces a  peak nearby due to the fact that  and  obey
the Kramers-Kronig relations. Also, thanks to the Kramers-
Kronig relations, it is seen that the  peak/zero usually cor-
responds to a  zero/peak at strong resonances see, e.g.,
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points E and I in Fig. 5. This is a useful property of the PCS
for their application as polarization control devices.
Third, in the full spectral range of interest 700–1400
nm, the hybridization or overlapping of RAs, SPPs, and
LSPs commonly exists. Especially, at wavelengths between
points B and J where the first-order SPPup and SPPsub modes
are excited, respectively, the LSPs are tightly combined
with SPPs, which causes stronger circular birefringence/
dichroism see Fig. 5. At point C, the LSPs overlap with
RAsub

1,
1
, where the 
1,
1 orders in the substrate side
are on cutoff turning from propagating to evanescent or vice
versa; the grazing waves also strengthen the SPPs on the
lower interface, leading to enhanced transmission. Therefore,
we can say that the hybridization of anomalies is advanta-
geous to the light coupling and benefits the enhanced trans-
mission as well as the circular birefringence. This is consis-
tent with the observations by McMahon et al.37 on a thin
gold film perforated with a square array of nanoholes.38
Finally, the roles and characteristics of the RAs, SPPs,
and LSPs are different in modifying the optical response of
PCS. SPPs are efficient light coupling channels for the RCP
and LCP components to accumulate phase and amplitude
differences, due to the relatively long propagation/interaction
length of the SPPs. Also, since the SPPs can be excited in the
vicinity of the resonance wavelength, the SPR peaks usually
exhibit broadband and smooth features see, e.g., the Fano-
type feature at point J. Therefore, the impact of SPPs on the
polarization effect is the most significant in all the three
types of anomalies. In contrast, the RAs usually cause abrupt
changes in spectra with sharp and narrow resonance features;
their influence on the polarization effect is moderate unless a
RA is hybridized with the SPPs e.g., at point I. The LSPs
are excited in a wide spectral range without any resonance
condition. Though not contributing directly to the polariza-
tion effect, the LSPs provide an efficient channel for the
tunneling of energy through the metallic film and mediate the
coupling of anomalies on the upper and substrate interfaces.
Having recognized the characteristics of the anomalies,
we can conclude several different coupling regimes in the
PCS, through which the RCP and LCP components interact
with the anomalies in the chiral structure and receive differ-
ent modifications: 1 incident light→coupling to RAs
and/or SPPs on the first interface→ tunneling through LSPs
→outcoupling to transmitted light. Examples: points A and
B. 2 Incident light→ tunneling through LSPs→coupling to
RAs and/or SPPs on the second interface→outcoupling to
transmitted light. Examples: points C, G, H, I, and J. 3
Incident light→coupling to RAs and/or SPPs on the first
interface→ tunneling through LSPs→coupling to RAs
and/or SPPs on the second interface→outcoupling to trans-
mitted light. Examples: points D, E, and F. 4 Incident
light→ tunneling through LSPs→outcoupling to transmitted
light. Examples: the other nonresonant wavelengths, e.g., 
750 nm or 1200 nm.
Among all the four regimes, only the first three can sig-
nificantly change the transmission and polarization proper-
ties of the PCS because of the occurrence of RAs and/or
SPPs. Especially, when there is coupling between the RAs
and/or SPPs on the upper and substrate interfaces, i.e., re-
gime 3, the resonance is the strongest.
IV. DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVE
From the investigation presented above, we have under-
stood the mechanism of light-matter interaction in the 2D
metallic PCS. Then a natural expectation is: how to optimize
the PCS so as to realize stronger simultaneously enhanced
dual effect? We may find some clues from the light coupling
regimes.
First, the SPPs have been revealed as the most important
anomalies for enhancing the polarization effect in the 2D
metallic PCS. However, in our PCS they only enhance trans-
mission in the nondiffraction regime where there are only
the directly transmitted and reflected zeroth orders, such as
point J while suppress it in the diffraction regime where
there exist higher diffraction orders, such as points B and E.
This fact has also been more or less observed in some pre-
vious plasmonic structures with perforated metal
films.24–26,37,38 Although this is just an empirical observation,
it shows that the opening of more diffraction channels may
TABLE I. Characteristics of the points indicated in the spectra of Fig. 5.
Point

nm
T
%

deg

deg Spectral featurea Dominant anomaliesb
A 800 23.0 −2.51 0.44 T peak,  peak RAup

1,0
, RAup
0,
1
B 802 16.5 −3.49 −1.39 T dip,  peak SPPup

1,0
, SPPup
0,
1
C 824 46.8 −1.01 0.00 T peak,  zero RAsub

1,
1
, LSP+SPPsub
D 847 11.5 −5.59 −5.94  peak LSP+SPPsub
E 858 4.5 0.00 −12.27 T dip,  zero,  peak SPPsub

1,
1
F 866 6.2 8.35 −5.79  peak LSP+SPPsub
G 941 29.6 2.54 1.31 T peak LSP+SPPsub
H 1143 11.0 −3.43 4.48 T dip LSP+SPPsub
I 1159 41.8 −7.83 0.29  peak RAsub

1,0
, RAsub
0,
1
J 1168 53.5 −3.97 −0.16 T peak,  zero SPPsub

1,0
, SPPsub
0,
1
aThe peaks of  and  refer to the maxima of the absolute values.
bSubscript—interface; superscript—order index.
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affect the interaction of incident light with the SPPs as well
as the reradiation of electromagnetic energy into the zeroth
transmitted order. Therefore, we should mainly utilize the
excitation of the SPPsub

1,0 and SPPsub
0,
1 modes to get the
simultaneously enhanced dual effect, i.e., the PCS should
work in subwavelength regime.
Second, the hybridization of RAs and SPPs can signifi-
cantly enhance transmission37,38 as well as the polarization
effect see Fig. 5. Therefore, in the design of the PCS, one
may try to realize the first-order RAs and SPPs i.e., points I
and J as close as possible to each other, preferably over-
lapped.
Third, the important role of SPPs implies that the continu-
ous metal surface is indeed necessary in the PCS to maintain
propagating surface waves with which the RCP and LCP
components of the incident wave can couple and interact
efficiently. The chiral holes are also necessary to maintain
the cavity LSPs that act as tunneling channels for transfer-
ring electromagnetic energy between the upper and substrate
interfaces. In this sense, the hole-type 2D metallic PCS are
indeed advantageous over the particle-type ones.
The above discussion provides some guidelines to the de-
sign of 2D metallic PCS. However, we should emphasize
that, since in the thin-film PCS the overlapping and coupling
of different anomalies are very common, it is rather difficult
to figure out the contribution of each single anomaly. There-
fore, in the design of other PCS, the interaction between
different anomalies should also be analyzed specifically to
characterize the device performance. Rigorous numerical
modeling of the far-field and near-field responses of the PCS
has been shown to be a useful and convenient tool to achieve
this goal.
Before the end of the discussion, we want to show how
the dual effect of the 2D metallic PCS can be improved by
simply increasing the gold film thickness. It has been shown
by numerical optimization in Fig. 2 that, if the gold film
thickness h is large enough, tens-of-degree polarization rota-
tion may be achieved. In Fig. 12, we calculated the transmit-
tance and polarization spectra of a PCS with d=800 nm, L
= l=120 nm, and h=200 nm. Evidently, in this case the en-
hancement of the polarization effect is much stronger, espe-
cially in the spectral range between points B and J still with
the labeling in Fig. 5 where strongly hybridized LSPs and
SPPs are dominant. For example, at point E where the
SPPsub

1,
1 modes are excited, a suppressed transmission still
occurs and the transmitted light is almost pure LCP due to
the strong circular dichroism, meaning that the PCS can
function as a LCP polarizer at this wavelength. In the vicinity
of points I and J where the first-order SPPs and RAs are
present, we observe a transmission peak of 34% accompa-
nied by a peak polarization rotation up to −32° with almost
zero ellipticity tan =0.05, meaning that the PCS can work
as a pure linear polarization rotator without elliptization at
this wavelength.
With this example, we show the potential of the single-
layer hole-type 2D metallic PCS. The experimental realiza-
tion of such PCS with thicker gold film and high quality,
however, needs fabrication methods other than the lift-off
technique, which are under our investigation.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we propose a design of 2D metallic PCS
consisting of a fused silica substrate and a thin gold film
perforated with gammadion-shaped chiral holes. The hole-
type metallic PCS are advantageous over previous particle-
type ones in the sense that they can produce simultaneously
enhanced transmission and artificial optical activity, thanks
to the excitation of SPPs and RAs on the upper and substrate
interfaces of the grating and the cavity LSPs in the gamma-
dion holes. These anomalies can couple and interact strongly
with the incident light and mediate the different penetration
of RCP and LCP components through the chiral film, leading
to enhanced circular birefringence and dichroism. The in-
creased transmittance in the hole-type PCS provides a solu-
tion to the serious transmission loss in previous metallic
PCS. Furthermore, the single-layer 2D metallic PCS are
easier to realize in optical frequencies, by using mature mi-
crofabrication techniques such as EBL and lift-off, compared
with the more complicated 3D and quasi-3D PCS.
The principle and optical performance of the proposed
PCS are demonstrated by the experimental realization of a
PCS sample, from numerical design, fabrication, to optical
characterization. Good agreement between theory and ex-
periment has been obtained. An enhanced transmittance peak
of 53% is observed at wavelength 1168 nm accompanied
nearby by a polarization rotation peak about 8° in theory
and 4° in experiment at normal incidence. The effective
specific rotatory power reaches 105 deg /mm, which is one
or two orders of magnitude larger than that of previous
particle-type 2D metallic PCS and several orders larger than
that of natural chiral media.
The underlying physical mechanism of the enhanced dual
effect is thoroughly studied by investigating the optical
anomalies RAs, SPPs, and LSPs in the PCS and their roles
in the light-matter interaction. Several light-anomaly cou-
pling regimes have been revealed. It is seen that the SPPs
can significantly change the amplitudes and accumulate
phase difference of the RCP and LCP waves, leading to en-
FIG. 12. Color online Similar as Fig. 5 but for a hole-type
metallic PCS with d=800 nm, L= l=120 nm, and h=200 nm.
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hanced optical activity; the RAs also cause polarization
change, which is more remarkable if hybridized with the
SPPs; the LSPs, though do not contribute to the optical ac-
tivity directly, function as efficient channels of transferring
and coupling energy between the two sides of the chiral
metal film.
The physical insight into the enhanced dual effect pro-
vides us useful guidelines for the design and optimization of
the 2D metallic PCS. Knowing the enhancement mechanism,
we may develop more complicated PCS, such as multilayer
PCS with both metal and dielectric inclusions, with which to
produce stronger optical activity and better optical perfor-
mance. The perspective is to develop PCS-based functional
polarization elements used in, e.g., integrated electro-optic
systems.
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